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(ABSTRACT)
This thesis develops

a framework

to guide the incremental design and implementation

Computer-Integrated Manufacturing System (CIMS).
that: (1) CIMS

of a

The framework is premised upon the facts

design is accomplished through a series of evaluation decisions sequenced through

ttme and (2) evaluation is accomplished by decomposing the entire manufacturing organization into
its essential activities and transactions.

The

effects of computerization

on

transactions are determined and these effects are then related to impacts on a

ation criteria.

these activities and
set of selected evalu-

Formal methods for benefit quantification are not included.

The user of this

framework is required to: (1) specify a set of relevant evaluation criteria, (2) define essential activities

and transactions of their organization, and (3) derive organization-specific affect/impact relationships.

The framework structures these activities for the user and suggests a series of matrices that

can be used to guide the user through the steps of the framework.

Use of the framework is demonstrated as various aspects of an implementation decision currently
being faced by a manufacturing organization are analyzed.

The implementation decision concerns

whether to implement a computerized production planning and scheduling system and aspects of
the decision which are considered include impacts on organizational flexibility, responsiveness, and
skills.

The required changes in authority relationships and the assignment of task responsibilities

are also considered.

Using results from this case study, the usefulness and appropriateness of the

framework was assessed.

Although there was no quantitative measure available, the client deemed

the framework useful for analyzing and guiding their implementation decision.
provements to the framework are presented.
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Chapter I
Introduction

I.1l)=Discussion

Considerable literature has been written in recent years concerning the inability of American manufacturers to remain competitive in today’s world economy.

While various technologies have been

advanced to help manufacturers regain a competitive status, it is generally agreed that fundamental

changes in the way industry operates are required. One such required change is a renewed emphasis
on the manufacturing process; te., “how we make it”.

Increased attention to the manufacturing

function can bestow numerous competitive advantages to an organization including reduced costs
and increases in quality, productivity, flexibility, and profitability.

(Hayes and Wheelwright, 1985)

In response to this increased attention to manufacturing, and also in response to major advances
in computer technology, the philosophy and technologies of Computer-Integrated Manufacturing

Systems (CIMS)

have been developed.

CIMS

describes the use of the computer to automate

business and manufacturing tasks. Within the manufacturing function, CIMS technologies include

Introduction
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computer-aided
storage

and

design,

retrieval

computer-aided

systems,

robots,

manufacturing,

computer

numerical

and flexible manufacturing

control,

systems, to name

automatic
just a few.

Within the business functions, CIMS application areas include accounting, order processing, payroll, forecasting, strategic planning, and others.

While significant benefits may be realized through the automation of tasks, it is commonly believed
that the greatest benefits of CIMS

various tasks within the firm.

will be realized when the computer is used to integrate all the

In order to successfully automate a task, it is first required to define

and describe that task in terms of data.

(Sadowski, 1985) These data can then be shared throughout

the organization to promote unity of effort.

Hales (1985, p. 246) has described this aspect of CIMS

as follows:
Computer-integrated manufacturing
applications. The focus of CIM is
various support groups. In its most
between the operations and activities

is a way of doing business, not just a specific system or set of
on the sharing of information by engineering, production, and
comprehensive sense, CIM automates the flow of information
of the manufacturing firm.

Integration is defined as the sharing of data between disparate functions such that unity of effort
may be achieved.

Although integration may be accomplished in ways other than computer links,

computer integration is of special interest herein.
Given the emphasis on integration as well as automation,

CIMS

is henceforth defined as the set

of all potential automation and computer integration applications within the manufacturing firm.

Essential elements of this definition are:
CIMS

(1) an organization-wide view of CIMS is assumed, (2)

applications exist at all levels of management

tional), and (3) CIMS

and control (strategic, tactical, and opera-

is viewed simultaneously as automation and integration and hence impacts

the processing of both materials and information.

(Devaney, 1984)

The term CIM shall be used

to refer to an individual automation or linking application of the computer, CIMS shall refer to an
integrated system of individual CIM technologies.

Viewing CIMS simultaneously as information flow and automation has important implications for
the formulation of corporate business strategy.
facturing and corporate strategies is commonly

Introduction

Today, the need for mutually supportive manucited in the literature.

(Skinner,

1969; Hull, 1985)

2

Also cited is the need for mutually supportive information and corporate strategies.
Scott Morton,

1971; Karimi, 1988; Camillus, 1985; King, 1978).

(Gorry and

As CIMS is composed of the es-

sential “building blocks” of both manufacturing and information strategies (manufacturing capabilities and information), CIMS has the potential to tie together these two strategies and significantly

impact the competitiveness of an organization.
Given the potential importance of CIMS
literature, adoption rates for CIMS
As well, many CIMS

(Doll and Vonderembse, 1987)

and the multitude of benefits commonly heralded in the

have, nevertheless, significantly lagged below those predicted.

implementations have not yielded the benefits expected and many cases of

“CIMS gone bad” have been cited. (Meredith, 1987a) A possible explanation for the low adoption
rates and unfulfilled business expectations is that CIMS is complex and can fundamentally impact
all aspects of a business (Cox and Clark, 1984).
a CIMS

As such, there are no easy answers concerning how

system should be designed, justified, implemented, and managed.

This thesis is fundamentally concerned with CIMS

design and implementation.

CIMS

design is

defined as the process of selecting CIMS technologies based on value; implementation is the process
by which the design is realized through time.

Concerning design, considerable general advice and

a few formal evaluation and design methods are available in the literature. The prevalent view taken
of design is that it is a one-time act in which a set of valued CIMs are selected.

This set of selected

technologies defines a CIMS “masterplan” for the organization which is then realized through time
as individual CIM technologies are implemented incrementally.

As such, CIMS design is based

on an evaluation made at a single point in time.
As a fundamental premise of this thesis, it is argued that such a one-time design approach 1s inadequate to successfully guide the introduction of CIMS

into an organization because it fails to rec-

ognize the realities of an incremental implementation.

Because of complexity, expense, and other

factors, CIMS

accomplish

is always implemented in a time-phased manner.

CIMS

design in a time-phased manner.

Likewise, it may be advisable to

Specific shortcomings of using a CIMS

“masterplan” defined at a single point in time to guide the time-phased implementation include:

Introduction
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1.

changing corporate values: Given the CIMS

“masterplan” defined at a single point in time,

changing corporate strategy may necessitate redesign.

If the values of the organization change

between the time of design and the time of final implementation, it may result that the CIMS
masterplan will no longer meet current business needs. (Brophy and Monger,

2.

changing internal environment:

Given an incremental implementation of the masterplan, the

internal organizational environment
unpredictable ways.

1989)

will be affected as each piece is implemented,

often in

Thus, Kellso (1989, p. 22) has stated: “It is too large a task to attempt to

develop a fully integrated system from scratch.

A great deal must be learned regarding the true

needs of the facility and the incremental functionality of individual systems before a truly in-

tegrated facility can be conceived and designed.” Thus, uncertainty of the organizational consequences

of each

CIMs

technology

as it is incrementally

implemented

might

necessitate

redesign.

3.

incomplete set of evaluation criteria:

At the time of design, all factors impacting design may

not have been considered or known.

As such, the set of objectives that may intentionally be

supported by the CIMS

in the future may be limited to those goals considered at the time of

initial design.

4.

design realization:
“masterplan”

Given the necessity of an incremental CIMS

says nothing

about

how

implementation

should the links and pieces be implemented.

should

implementation, the CIMS
proceed;

ie., in what

Consideration must specifically be

order

given to

precedence relationships between various CIMs technologies which limit the number of pos-

sible implementation sequences.

5.

changing

set of alternatives:

The

CIMs

technologies

available may

change through time.

Thus, even though the system may be designed to be “state-of-the-art”, when it is finally mplemented it may no longer offer the competitive advantages it was intended to provide.

Introduction
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Thus, there is a need for a methodology to guide CIMS

design and implementation which views

CIMS design as the “ime-phased selection of computer applications and information links.
thermore, problem complexity suggests that a number of evaluation factors be considered.
factors, which

might include

strategic, economic,

technical, logical, and infrastructure

FurThese

consider-

ations, will be discussed in greater detail in later sections.

The objective of this thesis is to develop and demonstrate a framework to guide CIMS design which

considers the realities of a time-phased implementation and a number of relevant evaluation criteria.
This framework should essentially formalize the logic that would be used by an experienced and
informed systems developer who is cognizant of all factors that impact design and implementation
decisions.

It would be useful to a manager who, contemplating modernization, is uncertain of the

benefits to be expected and the best way to proceed.

Within the following sections, some important concepts that will later have a bearing on CIMS

design and implementation will be introduced.

The ideas as presented may, at first, seem unrelated

to each other and irrelevant to the purpose of this thesis.

However, CIMS is complex and CIMS

can fundamentally impact all aspects of the organization including its operations, communications,
and competitive strategies. (Cox and Clark,

1984)

Because of this, it is fundamental to have an

understanding of the organizational context into which CIMS “must fit.”

Concepts are presented in the following order.

First, a reference structure of the organization is

described and the CIMS implementation process is discussed. This gives an idea of how CIMS “fits
in” to today’s organization and what implementation entails.
a system of interacting components,

Second, viewing the organization as

a discussion of systems theory follows, and the role of infor-

mation exchange and automation within this system is discussed.

Third is discussed the problem

is assessing the value of computer systems within the organization and fourth, requirements for a
framework to properly assess the value of computer systems are specified.

Fifth, a specific state-

ment of the problem and objective of this research is then made and the chapter concludes with a
statement of the methodology which shall be used to develop the proposed evaluation framework.

Introduction
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1.2

Need for CIMS in Today's Organization

Computerization and integration of business and manufacturing functions is essential due to the
large size and complexity of today’s manufacturing organizations.

Whereas in the past it was pos-

sible for a small number of persons to effectively control and operate an organization, the complexity of operations today requires the specialized efforts of many.
from

world

class manufacturers

Moreover, intense competition

requires that these efforts be tightly controlled

Products today are engineered to tight specifications;

and integrated.

capital is scarce; customers

demand

high

quality, customization and service; materials and technologies change at high rates; and the length

of the product life cycle has decreased.

Optimal control of the enterprise is essential to successfully

adapt to these and other business pressures.

CIMS has been suggested as one way to achieve control of the enterprise.

In the total CIMS fac-

tory, all activities are automated and coordinated under the direction of computers.
CIMS

factory is illustrated in Figure

1.

The ideal CIMS

Such an ideal

design will vary for each organization,

dependant on their strengths, weaknesses, competitive strategy, critical success factors, technological
experience, etc.

Still, CIMS is usually implemented from the bottom-up, starting with the practices,

procedures, and processes of the organization of today.

To get an idea of this starting point, a

reference structure of a typical manufacturing organization is defined.

1.3

Reference Structure of the Organization

A reference structure defines the essential functions and transactions required for an organization
to profitably make and sell a product.
while corporate

Introduction

strategy, technology,

This reference structure is significant to this research because,
personnel,

etc. may

all change

through

time,

these basic
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.
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Taken from Curtin, Frank T., Material Han-
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functions and transactions do not. (Harrington,1984)

The reference structure provides a stable view

of the organization and specifies what must be accomplished; how these functions and transactions
are accomplished will be affected by CIMS.

The reference structure provided below, while generally

applicable, is not intended to be all- encompassing or totally complete.

A more complete reference

structure will be developed in a later chapter.

1.3.1

Organizational Functions

The essential business and manufacturing functions are:
®

production cycle functions
sales/marketing
product design
manufacturing engineering
materials management
manufacturing
purchasing
materials handling

plant maintenance
shipping and receiving
®

support functions

customer service
personnel
accounting
®

monitoring functions
management

quality control
cost accounting

e = planning functions
strategic planning

Introduction
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quality planning
financial planning

1.3.2.

Organizational Transactions

Essential transactions include the flow of material and information.

Some representative trans-

actions include the bill of materials being passed between product design and manufacturing engineering, the feedback of customer response passed from sales/marketing to product design, and the
notice of materials received passed from shipping and receiving to materials management.

1.4

CIMS Implementation

As mentioned previously, most companies choose to implement CIMS in an incremental manner.
Typically, after having defined a “masterplan” of desirable CIMs technologies, a plan is developed

whereby the organization may implement these technologies in an incremental manner.

Canada

and Edwards (1986, p. 23) describe the process of an incremental implementation as follows:
Realistically, most firms cannot and should not try to implement a full CIM system without going
through the stages of investment, absorption, learning, and “proving-in’.
Initially, management
should think in terms of ’...what is (are) the best springboard(s) for the development of integrated
systems? It may well be a good idea to plan out what are classically called ‘islands of automation,’
then linkages between those islands, and then integration of the whole. In any case, this should be
done with a ‘roadmap’ of where the firm is heading to achieve integration eventually, recognizing
probable changes in product and CIM technologies available.

Advantages of an incremental implementation include the opportunity to gain valuable implementation experience along the way and the opportunity to observe the effects of a newly implemented
technology before proceeding on with the next piece. Additionally, a smaller initial outlay of capital
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is required, and it is possible to integrate already-existing computer systems into the CIMS configuration.

Even with an incremental implementation,

Meredith (1987a, p. 75) still states that “installing and

implementing factory automation systems...is one of the most lengthy, expensive, and complex
tasks a firm can undertake.”

He identifies several reasons for the overwhelming nature of imple-

mentation including: (1) a lack of required internal skills, (2) the inherent difficulty of implementing
computer systems, (3) the disruption caused to internal operations, (4) the multiplicity of possible
ways to proceed with implementation, and (5) the irrevocability of early choices and the constraints

these early choices impose on future decisions.

Implementation is also complicated because the

company must choose between a “bottom-up” or “top-down” implementation approach.

Using a

bottom-up approach, the existing procedures, tasks, policies, etc. of the firm remain constant and
computer applications are designed so as to support the current practices.

proach,

Using a top-down ap-

high-level objectives are considered to derive computerization requirements; practices

within the firm are modified to support the new computerization requirements.

Specifically addressing the multiplicity of possible paths to attain CIMS previously mentioned, three
questions that must be answered at different points in time during the incremental implementation
of CIMS are:

1.

Which CIM technologies should be implemented?

Any of the technologies in Figure 1] might

be considered along with others.

2.

In what order should these technologies be implemented?

CAD first, robots first, which one

next, etc?

3.

Which technologies should be integrated and when?

Which “islands of CIMS” should share

a common information system?
Introduction
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To a company faced with the incremental implementation decision, the literature offers little guidance.

While authors commonly cite the need for an incremental implementation, little attention is

given to the actual decisions which a company faces during such a process.

If these decisions are

addressed, it is usually within the context of very specific case studies and the conclusions and implications reached may not be generally applicable.

Discussing the lack of useful implementation advice, Anderson (in Meredith, 1981, p. 12) states
that:

“OR/MS managers felt that the existing implementation research has little practical value for

them in their day-to-day responsibilities...they felt that the existing literature was (1) too theoretical,

(2) obfuscated by too much detail, and (3) did not fit the specifics of their own corporate situation.”
Diaz (1986, p. 61) expresses the need for additional guidance:
A methodology is needed which will allow us to relate strategy, critical success factors and computerized systems in a hierarchical fashion so that systems-supported critical factors can be analyzed,
and hence projects evaluated, within a common and logical framework. The methodology should
be specific enough to go down to the level of applications development.

Before discussing evaluation methods traditionally used by the manager to guide the process of
CIMS

implementation, a system’s view of the organization is provided.

It is proposed that adopt-

ing such a view leads to a better understanding of the complexity of the manufacturing organization
and of the roles of information flow and automation within that environment.

Such an under-

standing will be essential to determining the value of CIMS.

1.5

Systems View of an Organization

A system is commonly defined as an assemblage of objects united by a common goal.

In order to

realize the system goal, this goal is decomposed into smaller tasks and individual components accomplish these less complex tasks.
ganizational
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different and independent system components should be defined such that the need for communication and coordination between components is minimized. (Bierman and Vissers, 1989) If this is
accomplished, individual components can execute their tasks in a relatively independent manner.
It is not, however, possible to decompose the system such that any one component has no interdependency on another component; component interdependencies will always exist.

System performance is measured by the degree of attainment of the system goal.

Possible system

goals might include cost-effective production, high quality, or competitiveness, to name just a few.
Traditionally, when faced with the need to improve system performance, this was accomplished by
ignoring task interdependencies
component.

and independently

improving

Skinner (1969, p. 145) expresses this idea:

the performance

of each

system

“The classic process of the age of mass

production is to select an operation, break it down into its elements, analyze and improve each element, and put it back together.”

Without considering interdependencies, though, this piecewise

improvement process does not necessarily ensure optimal system performance or any improvement
at all.

An example of the suboptimization that may result follows.

Consider a manufacturing firm whose goal is the profitable production of a quality product, and
two system components,

product design and manufacturing.

product designs may be developed.

If additional funds are spent, better

However, it might be the case that the ability to manufacture

these new designs is limited by existing manufacturing equipment.

As such, improving the per-

formance of the product design component alone has no effect on improving overall system performance.

1.5.1

The Need for Integration

In order to be guaranteed improved system performance, it is necessary to integrate the efforts of
all components.
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that are required to achieve unity of effort.” (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967, p. 11)
tegration arises from the need to cope with environmental

The need for in-

uncertainty. (Galbraith,

1973)

If the

environment is certain then, for a given system goal, all required tasks can be defined and appro-

priate rules and procedures are developed to control the execution of these tasks.

However, with

environmental uncertainty, the required tasks, procedures, and rules cannot be predefined.

Given

a “pertubation” in the environment, the system must adjust and realign its practices such that the
system goal can still be met.
ization to cope
gration).

Two

with

Galbraith discusses a number of approaches used within the organ-

this need

for continuous

mutual

adjustment

amongst

components

(inte-

of these approaches, further described by Emery (1969), are the use of decoupling

devices and computer communication.
The

first approach,

decoupling devices, uses inventories or other slack resources to provide an

intermediate storage capacity for the inputs and outputs flowing between components.

As an ex-

ample, if the outgoing shipments of finished goods cannot be exactly synchronized with the production schedule, extra finished goods are stored in inventory.

The timing of outgoing shipments

can then be specified nearly independent of the production plan.

This approach lessens the need

for coordination as each component can plan its activities relatively independent of others.
The second approach involves using the computer to provide timely transmission of information
among

components.

By supplying each component

with information regarding the activities of

others, each component can plan its activities in accordance with the overall system goal while always considering the activities of others.

In the previous example, if the manufacturing limitations

were known to the product design component, the additional funds for better design might not have
been spent.

The computer thus facilitates integration by the providing more timely and accurate

data on which to base decisions and plan activities.

Either or both of the above approaches can be used to coordinate the activities of the components
of a manufacturing system.
profits of U.S.
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Large

inventories
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problems
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tied up
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amounts of capital and, as a result, companies have lost control over the manufacturing process.
Alternative management philosophies have been suggested which emphasize the tight coupling of
internal components of the firm without the use of inventories, for example, Just-in-Time manufacturing and CIMS.
to-person

information

Coupling of components has traditionally been accomplished using personexchanges.

Discussed

next

is

why

the

person-to-person

mode

of

communication becomes inadequate in the CIMS environment.

1.5.2.

Organizational Communications

Before computers, human specialists performed all manufacturing and business tasks.

These spe-

cialists were the sole proprietors of information regarding the task, ie., how it was done,

conditions existing at the time of execution, any delays, etc.
plished using person-to-person communications.

special

Coordination of tasks was accom-

This represented a relatively unstructured manu-

facturing environment where the specific requirements and activities of a specialist could be easily
modified to accommodate the differing capabilities and activities of other specialists. (Harrington,

1984)
As automation was introduced, tasks became structured and their modification difficult.
specialists were required to adapt to these automation technologies.

Human

In addition, human specialists

were no longer the sole proprietors of task data; some data came to reside in the supporting computers. (Goldhar and Jelenik, 1983)

This split responsibility of data posed no problem if the data

was not needed by other specialists or computers.

If this were not the case, however, this situation

became burdensome for the following reasons.

First, in order for a decision maker to obtain needed data, human effort was required to extract it
from the computer.

Second,

if another function required the data, additional human

effort was

needed to transfer the data and possibly input it into another computer system and format.
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might involve double entry of data and the possible introduction of errors. Third, this mode of data
communication

was time consuming (as compared to computer communication) and could slow

down the manufacturing process.

Fourth, automation technologies might require the input of data

that would be “obvious” to a human.
man and transferred.

1.6

This “obvious” data then needed to be specified by the hu-

Clearly, a need exists to have computers communicate information directly.

Determining the Value of CIMS

Given, then, the complexity of the organization into which CIMS must “fit” and the potential disruptions caused by CIMS, next is addressed the problem of assessing the value of CIMS

an environment.

in such

To gain insight, traditional approaches to evaluate computers which have been

used to guide the introduction of computer systems into organizations will be discussed.

1.6.1.

Traditional Evaluation of Computers

Traditionally, computer projects have been evaluated on the basis of cost savings.

Common jus-

tification criteria used to indicate value were payback, return on investment, or net present value.
As an example, if a computer system were introduced to automate order processing and the com-

puter could eliminate the need for two order processing clerks, the value of the computer could be
equated to any labor costs saved.

Such an approach to justification works well if the computer

replaces human labor in a well-defined and relatively isolated task area.

As such, cost savings can

easily be determined and assigned.
While such economic methods are adequate to evaluate labor-replacemant computer systems, these
methods

prove inadequate to evaluate today’s computer technologies for a number
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First, some computers today are implemented for the sole purpose of providing useful information
to managers to improve the quality of decisions (an MIS).

Although

some cost savings may be

realized as a result of better decisions (increased efficiency), the objectives of the systems are primarily

strategic

(increased

quality,

competitiveness,

etc.) and

are not easily quantified.

Other

shortcomings include the difficulty of considering benefit uncertainties and project interdependencies.

Since a deterministic estimate of project benefits is often required, it is difficult to properly

evaluate a technology whose benefits are uncertain and highly variable (especially true in regards
to an MIS) (Gremillion and Pyburn,

1985).

The synergistic benefits that may result from a set of

projects are difficult to estimate and thus usually omitted from consideration. (Meredith,

1985)

Reliance on traditional justification methods has been cited as a factor contributing to the declining
competitiveness of U.S. manufacturers (Hayes and Wheelwright, 1985).

Clearly, new justification

methods are required to properly evaluate CIMS and guide the introduction of these technologies
into organizations.

Given the unsuitability of these economic justification methods, Sullivan (1984, p. 120) discusses
what will be required to formulate a sound plan for investing in CIMS applications:
Development of a technology portfolio is a vital first step to creating a technology strategy (sometimes
referred to as an automation plan) that dovetails with a firm’s business plan. Matching the technology
needs with the business ptan and prioritizing components of the resulting strategy then leads to a plan
of investment that, by its nature, considers monetary and nonmonetary factors. These steps attempt
to avoid the tendency of establishing a business plan without taking full account of the scarce resources called ‘technology’.

It should be noted here that some types of strategic benefits afforded by computer systems, referred
to as “information weapons,” are not addressed by this research.

Information weapons result when

the information resources of the firm are used in novel and creative ways to win customers and
out-maneuver competitors.

Examples would include selling customer lists or processing and pre-

senting data to customers such that this information, while obtained with little cost to the company,
is of great value to the customer.

Descriptions of such uses of information are provided by Synnott

(1987), Barrett (1987), Gerstein and Risman (1988), Johnson and Lawrence (1988), and Rackoff
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(1985).

Such coincidental benefits, although of considerable strategic value, cannot be easily pre-

dicted and so are not be considered herein.

1.6.2

An Improved Approach For Computer Evaluation

Recalling, then, the complex organization environment into which CIMS must “fit, it is proposed
that some fundamental differences between the human and computer modes of task accomplishment and communication within the organizational environment form a basis from which the value
of computers can be assessed.

Some of these fundamental differences, to be elaborated upon in a

later chapter, include:

¢

time:

The computer accomplishes activities and communications in a more timely manner.

¢

accuracy:

The computer accomplishes activities and communications with fewer errors.

¢

capability:

The ability to accomplish some activities and transactions can be extended.

same time, however, the standardization imposed

by the computer may

At the

limit the ability to

successfully use automation in slightly modified situations.

e

changed responsibilities and control relationships:

Depending on who has data and who oper-

ates the technology, a change in the assignment of organizational responsibilities and control
structures may be necessary.

For all activities and transactions, the effects of computerization can be specified.

If these effects

can then be related to impacts on the set of evaluation criteria, the value of computerization can
be ascertained.

Such an evaluation approach which is based on relating computer effects to busi-

ness impacts for design of an information system is provided by Hammer and Mangurain (1987).
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1.6.3

Requirements of a Framework to Guide CIMS

Implementation

In summary of what has been said concerning CIMS so far, some desirable aspects of an evaluation
methodology
CIMS

1.

(to be called framework

henceforth)

to guide the incremental

implementation

of

include:

The framework should view CIMS

as a set of computer applications and links.

Information

flow should be considered a vital aspect of CIMS.

2.

The framework should view CIMS design as a sequence of decisions made through time based

on value.

As such, the framework should allow for the evolution of the design to accommo-

date changes in corporate values, the internal environment, or the available technologies.

3.

The framework should formally consider all evaluation factors that might impact implemen-

tation.

These factors might include quality, flexibility, productivity, customer service level,

profits, and cost.

Some constraints (also evaluation criteria) might include logical, technical,

and infrastructure considerations.

4.

The framework should be premised on the fact that computerization affects the accomplishment of activities and communications.

Definition of affect/impact relationships using these

stable elements of the organization can be used as a basis for determining value.
Note

that this framework

Affect/impact

is not designed

to derive affect/impact

relationships will be organization specific.

relationships for the user.

To assist in their derivation, a further

discussion of some possible effects of automation is later given and it is suggested how some selected

evaluation criteria might be impacted through automation.

The user will also need to rely upon

experience, the literature, or any other methods available to define these relationships.

Further-

more, the methodology does not provide a formal method by which impacts can be quantified.

It

is proposed that deferring quantification at this point will lead to a better understanding of the im-
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plementation decisions through: (1) eliminating the tendency to only consider those aspects of automation decisions that can be quantified and (2) placing a greater importance on the organizational
setting in which the implementation

decision is to be made.

A general review of quantification

methods is given in the next chapter; the user is referred to these methods if quantification is desired.

I.7

Problem Statement and Objective

Recognizing the shortcomings of traditional evaluation methods when applied to computer technologies and, recognizing the lack of specific advice available in the literature to guide the incremental

implementation

of CIMS,

a need

exists for a framework

to

structure

incremental implementation of these technologies into today’s organization.

and

guide

the

The objective of this

thesis was to research, develop, and present a framework to guide the incremental implementation
of CIMS into today’s organization.

1.8

Proposed Methodology

To develop a CIMS implementation framework, the following methodology is proposed:

1.

Define a set of evaluation criteria believed to significantly impact the incremental implementation decision.

2.

Develop an organizational reference structure by determining organizational functions, activities within functions, and transactions between functions.
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3.

Considering activities and transactions identified above, derive affect/impact relationships.

4.

Develop a structured method by which users can be guided through all the above steps and
can organize their results after each step.

This will involve defining a reference structure of the

organization, presenting it in matrix format, filling in cells of this matrix with activities and
transactions, deriving affect/impact relationships, and finally presenting these relationships in
a series of matrices.

In the following chapter, literature related to the design, implementation, and evaluation issues will
be reviewed.

Chapter Three contains a development of the framework and Chapter Four contains

a case study demonstrating the use of the framework to guide an actual CIMS implementation decision.

Chapter Five contains an analysis of the usefulness of the framework to guide CIMS im-

plementation

decisions,

some

conclusions,

suggested

improvements

to

the

framework,

and

suggestions for future research.
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Chapter II
Literature Review

2.1

Scope

Literature from the following areas was reviewed to gain insight for developing the proposed improved evaluation framework.

1.

Evaluation of advanced technologies:

Suggested approaches for evaluating advanced technol-

ogies are reviewed.
2.

Implementation of CIMS:

Literature addressing how CIMS should be implemented into to-

day’s organization is reviewed.

Information regarding suggested implementation sequences and

relevant influencing factors (evaluation criteria) is especially sought.

3.

Design and evaluation of information systems:

Since CIMS can be simultaneously viewed as

automation and information flow, some concepts from this area may be useful to at least
partially guide the design and evaluation of CIMS.
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2.2

Evaluation of Advanced Technology

2.2.1

General Approach

Literature concerning the evaluation of advanced technology (AT) was searched to identify useful
methods to evaluate AT.

AT is defined as any technology requiring the support of a computer and

includes all the CIMS technologies.

A number of formal evaluation methods were identified and

and considerable literature has been written generally addressing the evaluation and justification
problems.

References to a number

of articles addressing the evaluation problem

evaluation techniques are given in Appendix A.

and providing

Complete references to the literature citations of

this section are also contained in this appendix.
In general, the approach used to evaluate AT proceeds as follows:

(1) a set of desirable goals to

be met by the AT is identified, (2) a competing set of technological alternatives are identified, (3)
how these alternatives impact the attainment of each goal is determined, and (4) the impacts relating
to different goals are combined to derive a total impact (or contribution) factor for each alternative.
The AT yielding the greatest impact is deemed most desirable and selected for implementation.

The above approach to evaluation is generally useful to select between alternatives at a particular
point in time.

Some underlying assumptions implicit in the approach, however, make its general

application more restrictive.

One fundamental assumption is that all alternatives can be identified

and their consequences known. (Flores and Winograd,

1986)

In reality, and especially in regards

to the wide variety of technologies called CIMS, all alternatives cannot be easily identified and their
consequences cannot always be known.

As well, the implicit manner in which impacts relating to

different goals are combined must be appropriate.

Another assumption is that the set of alternatives

are mutually exclusive and tradeoffs do not exist between the goals.

Considerable synergistic ben-

efits may be afforded by a set of projects and, as well, selection of some alternatives may entail the
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prior selection of others.
mon.

Tradeoffs between goals (ie., flexibility and productivity) are also com-

Unless the aforementioned complications are considered, this general approach to evaluation

may not necessarily result in the selection of the most desirable alternative.

While generally following this above approach, evaluation methods may differ in some fundamental

ways.

First, some models require that all impacts be quantified, other models do not. Some models

advocate that all benefits (even strategic) be converted to monetary terms (Kaplan,

1986).

Models

also differ by which goals are considered and how the impacts relating to different goals are combined to derive an overall impact.

With these potential differences in mind, some AT evaluation

methods relying upon quantification are next discussed.

2.2.2

Quantification Methods

Some methods relying upon quantification of impacts include:
®

mathematical programming (linear, integer, goal) (Meredith and Suresh, 1986; Park and Son,

1989)
e = §©6Analytic Heirarchy Process (Wabalickis, 1988)
¢

§=©multi-attribute decision analysis (Canada and Edwards,

1986; Sullivan, 1984, 1986; Parasei et

al., 1988)
e

§=Leintoff input-output model (Chandra and Schall, 1988)

¢

spreadsheet models (Hundy and Hamblin, 1988)

e

economic models (ROI, NPV, IRR) (Kaplan,

¢

portfolio analysis (Gremillion and Pyburn, 1985)

¢

simulation (Hutchinson and Holland, 1984)

1986)

e §=© fuzzy set theory (Efstathoiu, 1980)
e

expert systems (Fisher and Shimon,
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®

surrogate measures (Park and Son, 1987; Lay, 1983; Azzone and Bertele, 1989)

These

quantification

methods

are

often

“embedded”

in

other

decision

models.

Generally,

quantification is achieved by assigning numeric values to subjective assessments of impact or value
(decision-theoretic methods) or by defining surrogate measures to indicate impact or value (surro-

gate measure methods).

Representative methods utilizing each of these approaches are described

below.

2.2.2.1

Decision-theoretic Methods

Decision-theoretic models require the user to assign numeric values to subjective assessments.
these models,

(Canada

and

Edwards,

1986; Sullivan,

1984,

1986; Parsaei et al, 1988), the most

comprehensive is a multi-attribute decision model described by Canada and Edwards.
selects the most desired project from a competing set in three steps.
identifies a set of desirable goals.

This model

In the first step, the user

Next, the set of automation alternatives are identified and rated

according to subjective assessments of how each impacts the goals.
ratings are mathematically combined.

uncertainty, and sensitivity.

Of

Consideration

Finally, these weights and

is also given to project interdependencies,

Gupta and Buzacott (1989) describe another formal decision-theoretic

model which guides the selection of the most preferred machine from a competing set based on
flexibility. This model requires the user to assign a utility value for specific machining tasks.
similar manner,

In a

Brill and Mandelbaum (1989) develop a model which requires the user to specify

a set of desirable tasks for a machine to accomplish and to assign weights to the importance of individual tasks.

The user then subjectively assigns an efficiency rating to indicate how well each

machine performs these tasks.

A case study utilizing formal decision-theoretic methods is provided

by Lapen and Jeffrey (1986). Less formal decision models not requiring quantification of subjective
estimates are discussed by Meredith and Suresh (1986) and by Meredith and Hill (1987).
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2.2.2.2

Surrogate Measure Methods

These methods

rely upon

the definition of surrogate measures

for quantification.

A

surrogate

measure is a quantifiable variable whose value is believed to indicate the relative attainment of a
goal.

As an example, the variable “warranty costs” can be defined to indicate the level of quality

attained. Many of the mathematical techniques previously identified are composed of mathematical
relationships defined on surrogate measures.

Son and Park (1987) developed a evaluation method to quantify the strategic benefits of quality,
flexibility, and productivity in terms of surrogate measures.

The surrogate measures they associate

with each strategic goal are:
1.

Measurement of productivity

labor productivity = output/labor cost (both direct and indirect)
capital productivity= output/service cost of using invested capital

material productivity = output/raw material cost
overhead productivity= output/overhead cost

2.

Measurement of quality

process quality = output/prevention cost
product quality = output/failure costs

3.

Measurement of flexibility
equipment flexibility= output/idle cost of equipment
product flexibility = output/setup cost
process flexibility = output/waiting cost of parts produced
demand flexibility = output/inventory costs of finished products and raw materials.
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Sullivan (1984) discusses a MADA

to evaluate a robot investment.

He defines a composite surro-

gate measure based on the following quantitative measures:
T1= time required to manufacture one unit of a product
T2=

time associated with manufacturing a product in batches

T3= time needed to design the product, prepare the drawings and process plans, etc.
B=

number of batches manufactured throughout the product’s life cycle

Q=number of units produced (assume to be constant) in each batch of product

Chandra and Schall (1988) use the Leonteif input-output model and the Analytic Hierarchy Process

method to select between alternative FMS’s.
number

of units produced

within

The surrogate measures of concern are the total

a certain time

period,

the total number

of acceptable

units

produced in the given time, and the average number of transfers between machining centers for each
unit.

Lay (1983) conducted a survey of manufacturing firms and assessed the value of an FMS in regards
to the increased ability for information and material transfer.

Surrogate measures used are system

downtime due to absence of material or processing programs, the need for a third shift, reduction
in manpower requirements, especially as a result of the automation of materials flow, and the reduction in the door-to-door time of work pieces.
measures for productivity.

Salomon

and Biegel (1985) discuss surrogate

These include machine setup time, non-operation time, tool handling

time, and part handling time.

2.2.3

Qualitative Methods

Considerable qualitative advice is available in the literature which addresses how the evaluation of
AT

should proceed.

While this advice, contained in many of the articles of Appendix A, would

be generally useful to a business manager, some general shortcomings of the advice with regards to
guiding actual implementation decisions include:
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e

the advice, being generated by individuals with a highly specific view of the organization
(manufacturing

managers,

eg.), is too

specific

and is not

useful to a manager

faced with

organization-wide implementation decisions
e

the advice is too general and cannot easily be translated into specific implementation guidance

¢

the advice only concerns a few aspects of automation and other aspects are ignored (eg. only
concerns reduced costs or improved quality)

®

integration possibilities are not specifically addressed

e

the possibility of incremental implementation is not considered

Still, much of the advice found in the literature is useful.

What is needed is a way to tie together

these various pieces of advice for the manager faced with organization-wide implementation decisions.

2.2.4

The framework is developed partially in response to this need.

Relevance to Research

Based on this review of the literature, it is concluded that many of the quantitative methods are
appropriate for selecting between CIMS technologies when the set of alternatives is relatively well
defined and consequences can be specified.

Reliance on this approach exclusively to devise a CIMS

“masterplan” may not be desirable.

difficulties arise in: (1) defining the set of alternatives

Some

(theoretically all CIMs within the organization should be included), (2) defining a set of meaningful
criteria against which all the alternatives can be compared, (3) specifying the impacts of all alternatives on the set of evaluation criteria, and (4) including consideration of interdependencies between the goals and alternatives.
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from a viewpoint too specific.

Still, the methods and advice from the literature may prove useful

for guiding well-defined implementation decisions.

2.3.

CIMS Design and Implementation

Literature addressing CIMS

implementation was searched to locate useful information addressing

the design and implementation

process,

suggested

which influence design and implementation.
useful because, while many

implementation

sequences,

and those factors

In general, literature from this area is not particularly

authors address the need for incremental implementation,

few authors

address the possibility of incremental design, the impact that an incremental implementation might
have

on the design, and the decisions that must

be made

during the implementation

of a

“masterplan.” With these shortcomings kept in mind, general ideas from the literature are presented
as follows.

First, the one-time design process is described.

articles which

This is followed by a review of the few

do address an incremental design or implementation.

Finally organizational and

management requirements necessary for a successful implementation are discussed.
the literature regarding the organizational and management

presented have been derived from a number of articles.

Since much of

issues is often repetitious, the ideas

References to a number of these articles

can be found in Appendix B. Complete references to the literature citations of this section may also
be found in this appendix.

2.3.1

CIMS “All-at Once” Design

The CIMS design and implementation process, as described in the literature, is: accomplished in
four steps.

Design is accomplished in a top-down manner and a CIMs “roadmap” is developed to
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guide the implementation of CIMs design from the bottom-up.

This general process is discussed

in a number of the articles cited in Appendix B.

In the first of the four steps, the “as-is” situation of the firm is described.

cations, operating policies, etc. are defined;
often suggested tool to accomplish this step.

situation are identified.

Functions, communi-

the IDEF methodology (IDEF Manual,

1981) is an

In the second step, problem areas within the “as-is”

Identification of problem areas is facilitated if the strategic goals or the

critical success factors (Rockart, 1979; Shank, 1985) of the firm are considered.

In the third step,

a “to-be” plan is developed by selecting appropriate CIMs to eliminate problems and improve operations.

CIMS

This set of desired CIMS

“masterplan.”

is usually selected all at once and, collectively, they define the

This masterplan is often defined as a result of brainstorming sessions or

through the use of outside consultants.

The fourth step requires defining a CIMS “roadmap.” This

roadmap specifies the steps which will be taken to obtain the CIMS

which projects are to be implemented.

masterplan and the order in

Order is based on project priority which is decided by

considering strategic benefits, costs, and other factors.

time and start and completion dates are specified.

The projects are then sequenced through

Meredith (1987a) discusses tools which can be

used to manage the implementation process and a case study utilizing this design approach is pro-

vided by Lapen and Jeffrey (1986).

2.3.2

Incremental Design and Implementation

If it is decided not to design a “masterplan” all-at-once as often advocated, little advice is available
regarding incremental design.
also scarce.

Advice regarding how the “masterplan” should be implemented is

Advice from the few authors addressing this topic 1s summarized below.

Harrington (1973) suggests that if any already-computerized operations exist within the firm, the
next CIMs should be implemented in a function which directly adjoins this application (accounting
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function excepted).

The adjoining may occur within the context of the product life-cycle, the ma-

terial flow, level of management, etc.

Additionally, it is always wise to implement

in which many activities and transactions will be affected.

CIMs in areas

If no already-existing applications exist,

useful advice for selecting the first application includes:

e

pick an area likely to be successful

¢

pick an area where decisions are made on the poorest data (eg., inaccurate inventory data or

cost data)

e

pick an area where decisions have high impacts on profits

*

start at either “end” of the organization and tackle successive areas one at atime.

For example,

it may be desirable to automate product design, then manufacturing engineering, etc.

It may

also be desirable to automate the inventory function, then manufacturing activities, etc.

Some

candidate projects suggested as a wise first choice are the bill of materials or the routing

sheets.

From the bill of materials, one can proceed to the purchasing or inventory control func-

tions.

From the routing sheets, one could proceed to fixture and tool control, machine load pro-

files, long-range planning, scheduling, costing, or work order issuance.

Harrison, Primrose, and Leonard (1986) address the issue of deciding which computer systems to
link within a manufacturing environment. They identify some factors that might determine whether
an existing CAD system should be linked to CAM

or to an MRP II system.

Kesslo (1989), real-

izing the necessity of an incremental design, suggests that existing systems should first be interfaced
and integration requirements determined later.

He suggests observing the incremental functionality

of systems before integration is attempted.
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2.3.3

CIMS

Implementation Organizational Issues

In order to get a better understanding of all the possible factors that may influence the success of

a CIMS implementation, literature relating to the organizational issues surrounding CIMS implementation was reviewed. A

list of articles addressing this topic may be found in Appendix B, a

summary of issues presented in these articles is given next.

I.

top

management

support:

A

successful

changes in how the company operates.

CIMS

implementation

will result in fundamental

Cox and Clark (1984, p. 81) state: “The transition in-

volves a complete change in organizational procedures, discipline, and focus.” As such, CIMS
should be viewed as a strategic decision and top management support is absolutely essential.

employee participation:

Since CIMS

will affect all company employees, it is vital to gain the

support and involvement of all employees early during the design and implementation stages.

Employee resistance to change can be countered by the active inclusion of all employees in the
implementation process.

education:

Many authors cite the lack of adequate CIMS

system failure.

education as a major reason for

All employees need to be educated regarding how CIMS will affect the strategic

position of the firm and how their individual job duties will change.

planning:

Detailed planning of the implementation process is absolutely essential before im-

plementation commences.
for CIM failures.

implementation:

Lack of adequate planning has been cited as another major reason

CIMS should not be undertaken with a “let’s see if it works” attitude.

CIM should be implemented by the actual users if possible. This guarantees

increased acceptance of the system by the users.
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CIM team:

CIM affects all company operations.

Therefore, decisions regarding CIMS should

be made by a team of knowledgeable employees from all organizational departments.

CIMS

decisions should not be made in isolation by individual department managers.

CIM champion:

It is important to have a CIM champion who will oversee the entire imple-

mentation process as a full-time responsibility.

infrastructure:

The proper supporting infrastructure must be in place before implementation

can be successful. (Meredith,

1986).

This requires defining an organizational infrastructure

capable of supporting the new technology so that the innovation is well received and can be
easily integrated into the day-to-day activities of the firm.

Adequate knowledge, skills, educa-

tion, structure, coordination, policies and procedures must be available and utilized.

turnkey CIM: A turnkey CIMS

is not available.

CIMs pieces will most likely be purchased

from different vendors. A CIMS cannot just be “put in place” but must be integrated with existing hardware, personnel, procedures, etc.

10.

productivity slump:

A productivity

slump

often occurs immediately following CIM

imple-

mentation as employees and systems adjust to the change.

11.

technical considerations:
communications

Some interfacing considerations that surround CIMS integration are

requirements,

data formats,

program languages, control languages, etc.

A

technologies are not always the best way to address the identified needs.

It

high degree of data accuracy is also required.

12.

necessity:

CIM

may be possible to correct deficiencies with an upgrade of existing equipment or a changed
procedure.

A detailed discussion of the technical considerations is given in Holligum
Ulrich, and Dillmann (1985).
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Meredith (1981) provides a summary of the literature regarding the
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implementation of computer systems and how some implementation problems can be avoided or
alleviated.

He also provides a summary

implementation process (1987a).

of project management techniques available to guide the

Another detailed discussion of implementation issues is discussed

in Rhodes and Wield (1985).

2.3.4

Relevance

to Research

From this review, it can be concluded that no general “best way” to proceed with CIMS incremental
implementation is available.

Information regarding the organizational and management

concerns

is useful as it addresses some factors that should be considered during implementation.

2.4

Design and Implementation of Information Systems

As stated earlier, CIMS can be viewed simultaneously as automation and information flow.

The

most significant benefits of CIMS are commonly cited to be the increased information flow possible
(integration).

It might thus seem reasonable to view CIMS

gous manner and to implement a CIMS

and information systems in an analo-

with primary emphasis given to data needs.

The design

of an automation plan based on data needs has been advocated by Appleton (1981).

Given this possible approach, literature concerning the design and implementation of information
systems (IS) is reviewed below.

Before proceeding, it should be noted that two of the problems that

arise in regards to CIMS design and implementation also arise with regards to IS.

the value of information is complicated.
not easily quantified.

First, determining

The benefits of better information are often strategic and

Second, as with the CIMS “masterplan”, many IS design methodologies map

out the information processing needs and flows based on business needs of the firm but say nothing
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about how this information map should be implemented.

Because of this, some authors have cited

the need to design the information system based on the current information processes and flows.
Munro and Davis (1977) provide a discussion of the differences between the top down and bottom
up

design

approaches.

Authors

addressing

evaluation

issues

include

Berger,

Kobielus,

and

Sutherland (1988), Kleijnen (1980), Matlin (1970), Crowe and Avison (1980), and Marschak (1977).

2.4.1

Design Approaches

While many different methods for designing IS can be found in the literature (discussed below), a
summary and discussion of some fundamental differences between IS design methodologies is provided by Kottemann and Konsynski (1984).

1.

These differences include:

The implicit or explicit view of information adopted by the design methodology.

Is informa-

tion viewed as a resource of the firm, as a means to reduce environmental uncertainty, etc?

2.

The schematic view of the organization considered.

Is the organization viewed as a hierarchy

of decision centers, material processes, etc?
3.

The design goals implicitly embedded in the development methodology.

Is the information

system to support management needs, operational control, quick payback, etc?

Considering the first issue, a common view of information today is that it is a strategic resource of
the firm

which

methodologies
Rockart

can be used

to increase marketshare,

out-manuever

based on such a view are described by Zani

and Scott

Morton

(1984),

Synnott

competitors,

(1970), Ein-Doc

(1987), and Gerstein and Risman

and Segev
(1982).

common view of information is that it is a means to reduce uncertainty (Galbraith,

on the premise that good information is vital to making good management

etc.

1973).

Design
(1978),
Another
Based

decisions, various

methodologies for the development of MIS systems based on reducing uncertainty are found in the
literature. (Kerner, 1979; Zani, 1970; Carlson, 1979).
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it is a tool with which to manage interdependence, (Rockart and Short, 1989) (2) that it is a means
to reduce equivocality as well as uncertainty, (Daft and Lengel, 1986) and (3) that it is a means to
form

1988).

“electronic

links”

with

customers

and

vendors

(Barrett,

1986-87;

Johnson

and

Lawrence,

The later two differences of design methodologies (the schematic view and design goals)

will be addressed as the concept of an information architecture is developed.

2.4.2

The Information Architecture

One useful concept from the IS design methodologies is that of developing an information architecture (IA).

An IA represents a top-down view of the organization and is composed of “the sum

total of all information-related flows, structures, functions, and so on, both manual and automated,
which are in place and/or required to support the relationships between the entities that make up

“The Business.”

(Zachman,

ganization and information

1987, p. 9). The IA thus defines the information flows within an orsystems are often built upon the IA or an improved

Methods for defining the IA may be found in Leifer (1988), Brancheau
Zackman (1987), Ross (1987), and in the IBM

version of it.

(1989), Appleton (1981),

Information Systems Planning Guide (1975).

Fundamental to this research is the fact that an IA is derived by imposing a particular schematic
view, or ontology, on the organization.

An ontology is defined by Flores, et al (1988, p.154) as “a

set of key distinctions for observing, participating, and designing.

It is (to use a metaphor) the eyes

with which we see what is going on.” Many ontologies of the organization may be defined.

Some

identified in the literature include a hierarchy of decision centers (Ramesh and Sekar, 1988), material
and information flows (Harrington, 1973), resources and processes (IBM,
Skevington,

1975), features (Hsu and

1987) and conversations (Flores et al, 1988), Auramaki, Lehinen, and Lyytinen,

and Hirschheim,

1986), to name just a few.

1988;

The selection of an ontology is a vital part of design,

whether it be an information architecture that is being designed, a computer system, a CIMS, etc.
The ontology ”...clarifies the preunderstanding of what kinds of things exist, what kind of properties
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they can have, and what kind of events and relationships they can enter into.” (Flores, 1988, p.155)
The ontology thus serves as the basis for design.

While

useful in this respect, the selection of a particular ontology also limits the set of designs

possible and the set of goals that may be explicitly supported by the designs.

Flores, et al further

develop this idea (1988, p.166):
Every theory or every ontology of distinctions will allow us to make some observations, actions, and
designs and prevent us from making others. Designers who work with “messages” can devise systems
for making the preparation and passing of messages more efficient. But, the possibilities are also
limited by the ontology-they cannot escape designing something to do with messages.

Flores, et al extract the relevance of the above discussion to this research by stating:

“The question

is what ontology of distinctions-what theory of management and organizational action-will prove
effective in designing systems for organizations.”

The selection of an ontology to guide CIMS de-

sign is complicated because a number of goals exist when designing a system so complex and possibly fundamental

as CIMS.

Selection

of any

designing in support for all other relevant of goals.

one

ontology

may

preclude

the possibility of

It will thus be important to either use a number

of different ontologies, to use an ontology useful in support of only the most important goals, or
to select a fairly “robust” ontology.

Kottenman and Konsynski set forth some fundamental requirements for the ontology, which they

refer to as the “pivotal characteristics” of design.

The pivotal characteristics should be:

1.

meaningful and useful to the users

2

easy to identify with minimal ambiguity

3.

relatively stable over time

4.

offer a consistent view of the organization to all persons having a stake in the final design

5

“robust” in the sense that a number of design goals should be able to be supported.
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2.4.2.1

The Ontology Used for CIMS Design

In regards to the issue of selecting an ontology appropriate for the design of CIMS, this research

will use an ontology of activities and transactions.

Activities are defined to be tasks which must

be performed in order to realize the system goal and may be performed upon material or information.

Transactions are the material and information flows between functions necessary to initiate

and coordinate action.

This ontology appears to meet the requirements of the pivotal characteristics” as defined by
Kottemann and Konsynski (1984).

These pivotal elements are meaningful and important to CIMS

development, they are easy to identify, they have been defined such that they do remain stable over
time, they do offer a consistent view of the organization to diverse groups having an interest in
CIMS

(they provide a common view that can be easily understood by all), and they do, hopefully,

lead to the identification of other requirements such that a complete set of requirements can be
derived (the ontology is “robust”).

Such an ontology combines aspects of two other organizational modelling techniques identified in
the literature.

These are the IDEF

modeling technique (IDEF

action perspective (Flores, et al, 1988).

functions.

Manual,

1981) and the language

The IDEF technique models the organization in terms of

Each function, described by a verb, is further described by an input, output, control,

mechanism, and feedback.

The reference structure of this research contains activities (correspond-

ing to functions), material and information transactions (corresponding to inputs and outputs), and
control mechanisms (embedded in the transactions).

The mechanisms within each function are not

specified because these are later the variables of interest.

Language/action techniques model the organization as consisting of conversations.

The organiza-

tion is described in terms of some fundamental linguistic actions: requests, promises, assertions,and
declarations.

These linguistic actions may be executed via voice communications, written trans-
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actions (a bill of materials, purchase receipt, blueprints), material transactions (delivered order, tool
die), or computer communications, etc.

An essential aspect of such an organizational view is that,

in order for the execution of linguistic actions to be effective, a “shared interpretation” or “common

view” between the communicators must exist.

It is suggested that the value of computers should

be determined with regards to how they contribute to establishing this common view. (Flores and
Winograd,

1986)

Both the above models incorporate a means to affect action (hence control and integrate).
IDEF

model, this is accomplished with control mechanisms

In the

and feedback loops while in the

language/action model action is affected through the execution of linguistic actions and the shared

common background.

Neither means precludes the simultaneous existence the other, they are just

different ways of describing how action is affected.

2.4.3

Relevance to Research

In conclusion from the above review of the issues surrounding IS, it is argued that design of a CIMS
system based exclusively on information needs is inappropriate for the following reasons.

obvious reason is that IS development methodologies address information needs only.
volves the movement and processing of material as well.

One

CIMS in-

Furthermore, while many of these meth-

ods map out the desired information processing needs of an organization, they say nothing about
which aspects of the system should be automated and in what order implementation should pro-

ceed.

Finally, the goals for CIMS design may be significantly different from those of IS design.

As such, design based on an IS development methodology (with implied ontology) may not support all the goals of CIMS.

Still, information flow is a vital aspect of CIMS and the possibility of

supplying useful information to other organizational components should be considered as a vital
aspect of design.
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2.5

Summary of the Literature Review

From the general review of the literature, it can be concluded that, while much literature is devoted

to evaluation and implementation issues, there is a lack of specific and formal advice available to
guide today’s manager faced with the incremental implementation decision.

Of the specific advice

that does exist, there is a real problem with the advice only being written from a specific viewpoint.
What

is needed is a way to bring together all these pieces of highly specific advice such that a

manager could simultaneously be aware of the many opportunities and implications of automation
and judiciously select between the alternatives.
developed for this purpose.

In the next chapter, an evaluation framework 1s

While the framework does not offer specific implementation advice, it

structures the logic that should be used when faced with the incremental implementation of CIMS
into the organization.

The usefulness of the framework is demonstrated in Chapter Four when it

is used to guide an actual CIMS

implementation decision being faced by a manufacturing organ-

ization today.
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Chapter ITI
Framework Development

Within this chapter, the proposed evaluation framework is developed. An outline of the framework
follows.

3.1

Each step of the framework is then discussed in detail in later sections.

Outline of the Evaluation Framework

STEP ONE: Selection of Evaluation Criteria

A set of evaluation criteria are specified that are believed to be impacted by CIMS implementation.

STEP TWO:

Reference Structure

A reference structure of the organization is defined.

This is accomplished by decom-

posing the organization into a number of essential functions.
Framework Development
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functions

and

the

information

and

material

transactions

between

functions

are

then

specified.

STEP

THREE:

Function Matrix

The above reference structure is presented in matrix format.

This matrix, henceforth

referred to as the Function Matrix, provides a convenient manner to display the reference structure and to understand what is “going on” in the organization.

This Function

Matrix is developed by listing the various functions within the organization along both
axes.

Cells falling along the major diagonal of this matrix are called function cells;

within these cells the activities occurring within a function are specified.

Off-diagonal

cells are called link cells; within these cells the material and information transactions

between the corresponding functions are specified.

The general organization of this

Function Matrix is shown in Figure 2.

As an optional step of this framework, it may be desirable to construct another matrix,
the General

functions.

Dependency

Matrix,

which

depicts the amount

of dependency

between

An example General Dependency Matrix is shown in Figure 3.

The as-

sessment of dependency between functions may be derived by determining the number
of transactions per week, the number of joint decisions, etc.

STEP FOUR: Affect/Impact Relationships
The effects of computerizing selected activities and transactions in each cell are specified.
These effects are then related to impacts on the set of selected evaluation criteria.
STEP FIVE: Overlay Matrices

The computerization impacts are presented in Overlay Matrices.
is prepared for each evaluation criteria.

Framework Development
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The dependency
between functions
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as the Function Matrix only, listed within each cell, the impacts of computerizing the
activities of transactions

falling within that cell are listed.

Figure

4 depicts the re-

lationship between the Overlay Matrices and the Function Matrix and in Figure 5 an
example Overlay Matrix is presented.

The Overlay Matrices provide a structured and

convenient manner to portray the affect/impact relationships and to evaluate the results
of computerization.

To summarize the impacts of computerization, it may be desirable to define another set
of matrices, the Impact Summary Matrices.

These matrices contain a relative assess-

ment (high, low, etc.) of how the computerization of activities or transactions will impact a specific evaluation criteria.
criteria.

STEP

One

such matrix is prepared for each evaluation

An example of an Impact Summary Matrix is provided in Figure 6.

SIX: Evaluation

Information contained in all of the developed matrices is simultaneously considered to
determine the pros and cons of evaluation with regards to the set of selected evaluation
criteria.

It is again emphasized that the above implementation framework does not provide the means to
derive affect/impact relationships (Step 4).

While general discussions will be provided of how some

evaluation criteria are impacted by the accomplishment of organizational activities and transactions,

the discussion is only provided to help elicit the affect/impact relationships.

The user should also

rely upon experience, the literature, and other justification methods.
Within the following sections, each step of the framework is further developed.
velopment occurs as follows.

The general de-

First, a list of some possible evaluation criteria are specified. Second,

a detailed representative reference structure is developed and, due to its length, is presented in Appendix C.

The general structure of the corresponding Function Matrix is then given.
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An assessment
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impact
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.
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of the
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order to derive affect/impact relationships, some possible sites for automation within the manufacturing organization are defined.

This is followed by, fourth, a discussion of some general effects

of automation within an organization.

Fifth, each of the evaluation criteria are defined and it is

discussed how, in a general way, these evaluation criteria might be impacted by automation.

The

chapter concludes with a discussion of how, after constructing the various matrices, these matrices
may be used to guide implementation decisions.

3.2

STEP ONE:

Selection of Evaluation Criteria

A set of criteria that might significantly influence CIMS implementation decisions are identified.
These criteria need not necessarily be independent; tradeoffs may occur between the criteria.

Profits

and costs, traditionally used to guide the implementation process, could be included in the set. Also
included could be strategic considerations as well as some criteria related to the feasibility of implementation.

A list of possible criteria listed below has been complied from many of the literature

references and is intended to be representative of the criteria that might be considered.
might choose to add to or delete from the below list.

The user

Further discussion of these evaluation criteria

will be provided in a later section.

Criteria related to organizational performance:
®

profitability

©

~§=scost

¢ = quality
e = flexibility

¢

§=productivity

®

responsiveness

@

customer service level
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Criteria related to feasibility of implementation:
¢

logical considerations

@

technical considerations

e

infrastructure considerations

3.3

STEP

TWO:

Reference Structure

A reference structure of a typical manufacturing organization is built in detail.

An example refer-

ence structure is developed and, due to its length, is presented in Appendix

C.

This reference

structure is built by identifying the essential functions that must occur with the organization in order
to profitably manufacture products and compete in the marketplace.
functions are specified as are transactions between functions.

Next, the activities within

While this reference structure of Ap-

pendix C describes the essential activities and transactions of any manufacturing enterprise, it is not
intended to be all-encompassing or totally complete.

This structure provides a departure point from

which the user could develop their own reference structure.

It is recommended that the reader now

turn to this appendix if they are not familiar with typical activities and transactions of a manufacturing firm.

Within

the example

reference

structure,

transactions

are viewed

in two

transactions can be viewed as either the flow of information or material.

different ways.

First,

Materials as used herein

includes those materials used to manufacture products (not the written documents, computer tapes,
drawings, etc. which are primarily information carriers).
terms of their ability to affect actions.
(C/A) or request/response (R/R).
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Secondly, transactions can be viewed in

Transactions are thus classified as either command/action

While both transaction types carry an implied ability to affect
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action, these transactions differ by the organizational authority vested in them to direct the activities
of others.

Each transaction type is further discussed below.

3.3.1.1

The Command] Action Transaction

The C/A transaction type is characterized by one function relaying a command
other.

The issuance of the command

command,

etc.

for action to an-

may take the form of the passing of a document,

In response, the commanded

a voice

function replies by either sending a verification of

action completed or a request for command clarification or modification.

Such transactions often

arise when the completion of an organizational objective requires successive operations by various
functions.

Each function in such a sequential-action chain holds the authority to command at least

the next follow-up function.
dures of the firm.

This authority is usually derived from the standard operating proce-

These transactions are often executed to initiate those activities that are critical

to manufacturing products and filling customer orders in a timely manner (critical path activities).

Figure 7 depicts a representative command/action transaction.

3.3.1.2

The Request/Response Transaction

The request/response (R/R) transaction is characterized by one function relaying a request for
action to another function.

In response, the receiving function either complies with the transaction

request or requests clarification or modification.

Additionally, the response may be a statement of

their inability or unwillingness to perform or no response at all.
tion holds command

authority over the other.

With R/R transactions, no func-

These transactions arise because, by nature of its

delegated tasks, one function holds specialized knowledge which may be useful to another function
when planning its activities.
transaction.

Often, both functions mutually benefit and either might initiate the

An example of such a request/response pair is given in Figure 8.
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command

for action or information

commander

commanded
ex... manufacturing engineering

ex... product design
nil

performs action or requests command

clarification or modification

example:

PRODUCT DESIGN: sends command to produce a set of manufacturing
instructions in accordance with the product design, blueprints, BOM, etc.
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING:
clarification and/or modification.

Figure 7.

completes action or requests

A Representative Command/Action Transaction
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request for action or information

requested

requester

ex.. manufacturing

ex.. manufacturing engineering
2

performs action, requests clarification or modification, fails or
refuses to perform action, does not reply

example:
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING: requests information regarding
manufacturing capabilities or other information
MANUFACTURING: replies with requested information or action, denies
the request, or does not respond.

Figure 8.

Framework

A Representative Request/Response Transaction

Development
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An R/R

transaction will often accompany a C/A transaction.

This R/R exchange may be initiated

by either function and the information exchanged concerns the capabilities of the commanded
function.

This reason for this R/R transaction is best understood if the functions are viewed as a

customer (commander) and a supplier (commanded).

The customer requests information from the

supplier regarding the capability to meet a requirement (command).

The supplier likewise makes

its capabilities known to the customer so that reasonable commands will be made and, as well, so
that the customer can make full demand of the supplier’s capabilities.

This transaction structure

is Ulustrated in Figure 9.
It should be noted that R/R transactions can be further divided into active and passive requests.
An example of a latent request is data concerning manufacturing capabilities residing on a database
in product design.

Although manufacturing has not sent a formal request to product design, just

the fact that the data resides there (data is shared) establishes a request by manufacturing.

This

request is “activated” anytime the design function looks at the database.

3.4

STEP

THREE:

The Function Matrix

A Function Matrix corresponding to the reference structure of Appendix C is developed.
general structure of this matrix is shown in Figure 10.
matrix have not been filled in.
in Figure

11.

The

Due to space limitations, the cells of this

Portions of an example General Dependency Matrix are presented

The dependency assessments in this matrix are intended to be illustrative only.

It

should be pointed out here that, due to the nature of command/action relationships, the General
Dependency

matrix need not necessarily be symmetric.

Because the commanded

function only

engages in some activities when commanded, the commanded function is more dependent upon the
commander

than vice versa.
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commands action or information

I
1
requests data regarding capabilities of commanded function

commanded

commander

ex.. manufacturing

ex.. manufacturing engineering

performs action, requests modification or clarification
commanded advertises its capabilities

.

example:

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING: commands how to manufacture a
product via the manufacturing instructions, also requests information
regarding manufacturing capabilities.
MANUFACTURING: manufactures as commanded or requests
clarification or modification, also provides data regarding manufacturing
capabilities.

Figure 9.

A Representative Command/Action and Request/Response Pair
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3.5

STEP FOUR:

Affect{Impact Relationships

In Step Four, the effects of computerization on all activities and transactions are determined; these
effects are then related to impacts on the set of evaluation criteria.

To commence

this discussion,

a list of potential sites of automation within the manufacturing organization is provided.
general effects of computerization are discussed.

This is followed by definition of the evaluation

criteria and a discussion of how computerization might impact these evaluation criteria.
intended by these discussions to derive a set of generally applicable affect/impact

those will be specific for each organization.

Next some

It is not

relationships,

Instead, it is intended to only demonstrate the logic that

might be used.

3.5.1

Potential Computer Applications

Some potential computer applications within each function of the reference structure are identified
below.

This list is not intended to be totally complete.
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Sales/Marketing
Computerization possibilities include:
1.

a marketing information system to assess the business environment

2.

customer and products computer database

3.

computer relay of sales and forecast orders to accounting

4.

computer forecasting using customer and product database

5.

computer access to external marketplace databases

6.

simulation of the affects of various sales and marketing strategies.

Product Design

Although design is basically a human activity, computers can support design activities as follows:
1.

perform engineering calculations required to evaluate alternative designs

2.

serve as a “drawing board”

3.

drafting

4.

analysis, classification, storage, and retrieval of part and product designs.

5.

digitize product designs for entry into a computer database

6.

simulation of how the product will perform in the user environment.

Manufacturing Engineering

The computer might impact the activities of Manufacturing Engineering (ME) through the development of a number of databases.

Information in these database(s) might include:

1.

materials and parts available from inventory and purchasing, properties of these materials

2.

abilities and limitations of the manufacturing function including machining and assembly op-

3.

manufacturing instructions for previous products

4.

time standards for work operations, plant movement times

5.

product costs.

erations available, tolerances and speeds attainable, etc.

Additionally, the computer can be used to:
1.

generate code for numerically controlled machines.

2.

help formulate process plans.
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3.

simulate a set of manufacturing instructions.

Materials Management

The computer can be used to:
1.

formulate the production schedule based upon due dates and resource availability

2

execute scheduling algorithms for assigning loading machines and assigning resources

3.

generate purchase, manufacturing, labor, and shipping orders

4.

track inventory and issue orders for stock replenishments

5

move and stock inventory with automatic storage and retrieval systems.

Manufacturing

Potential applications of the computer in the manufacturing function can become very detailed and
specific.

In general, they include:

1.

numerically controlled machines to replace manual machines

2

computer numerical control to control the NC machines

3

flexible manufacturing systems

4

robots to perform assembly operations

5

computer vision, gauges, and monitors for inspection activities

6.

computer testing

7.

bar coding for monitoring functions

8.

route tools and materials to machines

9.

assign machines and other resources to individual jobs

10.

schedule jobs, processes, etc.

Purchasing
Computer applications include:
1.

computer database of purchased products available, their prices, quality, and purchase lead
times, and vendor reputations

2.

computer preparation of purchase orders and monitoring of their status.
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Materials Handling

Computer applications include:
1.

automated guided vehicles (AGV) to transport materials

2.

scheduling of AGVs with the computer.

Maintenance

Computer applications include:
1.

schedule and monitor preventative and corrective maintenance

2.

computer-supported fault diagnostic equipment.

Shipping and Receiving

Computer applications include:
1.

AGVs to move materials from the docks to staging areas

2.

monitoring and scheduling of shipping and receiving activities.

Customer

Service

Computer applications include:
1.

computer database of all maintenance activities and upgrades performed

2.

computer supported fault diagnostic equipment.

Personnel

Computer applications include:

1.

computer database for all personnel related information such as labor hours, wage scales, etc

2.

preparation of paychecks.

Accounting

Computer applications include:
1.
2.

automation of order processing and preparation of copies of the sales orders for all required

functions

monitoring of accounts payable and receivable and automatic preparation of bills and payments.
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Quality Control
Computer applications include:
l.

computer vision, gauges, and sensors for inspection activities

2.

database of quality guidelines, problems, etc.

3.

computer calculation of quality control plans.

Cost Accounting
Potential computer applications include:
1.

development of a cost database to store, process, and retrieve cost data

2.

bar codes and scanners to gather cost information.

Control Functions

Computer applications include:
1.

Decision Support Systems to structure decision problems for the human

2.

MIS to provide to the manager information useful for making decisions.
external marketplace data or internal historical data

3.

computer simulation to evaluate the affects of alternative product strategies, budget policies,

This data might be

etc.

Computer Links:

Any two functions may be linked via computer and share data (perhaps using a common database).
Many references emphasize the fact that integration is more that just the interfacing of computer
systems; integration involves sharing the right data such that the applications can work together and
achieve unity of effort.

It is assumed herein that the computer links can be defined such that unity

of effort between the functions will result.
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3.5.2

Effects of Computerization

Having specified a set of automation possibilities within the organization, next some general effects
of computerization on the accomplishment of activities and transactions are given.
general

effects of computerization

elaborated upon below.

mentioned

in Chapter

One,

Recalling the

these general effects are further

This discussion of effects is not intended to be totally complete.

Time: The computer reduces the time required to accomplish activities and transactions. Some
information transactions become automatic if both functions are electronically linked or share
a common database.

With activities, the time required to process data or material is reduced.

This can result in the accomplishment of a greater number of tasks in a given time.

Accuracy:

If a task has been properly defined in terms of variables and logic, the task will be

accomplished without error.

Computerization of information transactions reduces the fre-

quency of manual data entry and thus reduces the chance for input error.

Errors of human

communication such as the incorrect writing of information or the unclear communication of
information are eliminated.

Capability:

Given the standardization of a task in terms of variables and logic, a tradeoff exists

between the flexibility of automation, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the need for

strict conformance to the standardization imposed by automation.

The possibility to extend

capabilities exists because, once the logic of a task has been defined, it may be possible to apply
this same logic to a different set of variables.
insensitive to variables.

In this way, the automation could be said to be

Slight modifications to the logic may also be easy to accommodate

since only computer code must be revised.

If information transactions are computerized via

a common database, the need to conform to the structure of the database may reduce misun-

derstanding.
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The possibility to limit capabilities exists because the standardization imposed may be so rigid
that it may be difficult to interact with or use the automation technology in ways other than
those those intended.
to modify.

As well, the intricate logic of some programs may not always be easy

Users must then conform to the logic imposed by the automation and only use it

in situations of intended use.

If information transactions are computerized via a common da-

tabase, some “good” information may be lost because it does not fit into the structure.
Responsibilities and control relationships:

Computerization may also result in a realignment

of responsibilities and control relationships within the firm.

Computerization of some tasks

may necessarily entail transferring of task responsibility from another function.

As an example,

if the computer is used to develop detailed production schedules, materials must be available
at precisely specified dates.

The Production Control function (PC) must then either assume

a greater responsibility for determining materials acquisitions or hold greater control over the
activities of the inventory function.

As another example, some functions may be required to

give up data as the result of automation and some control thus be afforded to the receiving

function.

As an example, when the manufacturing function provides capacity and labor

availability data to PC, PC can derive utilization information and then make machine acquisition and personnel decisions previously the responsibility of manufacturing.

3.5.3.

Evaluation Criteria

With general sites for automation and possible effects of automation having been defined, it is dis-

cussed next how these effects might translate to impacts on the set of selected evaluation criteria.
This is accomplished by first providing a general definition of each evaluation criteria and then
discussing how, in a general way, each evaluation criteria might be impacted through automation.
It should be mentioned here that the set of evaluation criteria are not necessarily independent and
that, although an automation technology might impact an evaluation criteria at the function level,
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due to interdependency, this might not necessarily translate to an overall impact at the organizational level.

Interdependencies between functions must be considered.

The ideas of the following

sections have been derived from general ideas recurring through the literature.

3.5.3.1

Quality:

Criteria Related to Organizational Performance

Although various definitions of quality exist (Garvin, 1984) quality as used herein refers

to the ability of a product to meet customer expectations.

Quality is affected by the ability to:

(1)

accurately assess customer expectations, (2) properly translate these expectations into a product
design, (3) manufacture the designed product, and (4) assess the quality of a manufactured product.

Within the reference structure, quality is impacted as follows.

strongly impacts

quality through the articulation of product

First, the sales/marketing function

characteristics to customers

through their ability to accurately ascertain customer expectations.

and

Second, the product design

function impacts quality through the translation of customer expectations into product

designs.

Third, any function holding command authority can impact quality when commands are made
which over-extend the capabilities of the commanded or are unclearly articulated.

Quality is also

affected whenever it is not possible to assess the conformance of a product or activity to a quality

standard (this would over-extend the capabilities of the QC function).

Responsiveness:

Responsiveness is defined herein in general terms as the ability to produce a cus-

tomer order or bring a new product to the market in a timely manner.

Responsiveness is a function

of the time to execute tasks and the ease of information flow within the organization.

Within the

given reference structure, any function may impact responsiveness by reducing the time required to

perform tasks.

These tasks might be those involved in the sale, development, production, or dis-

tribution of a product and responsiveness is especially impacted if these are critical path activities.
Any commanding function can also impact responsiveness by issuing clear and reasonable commands and thereby eliminating some of the time consumed modifying and clarifying commands.
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Reducing the time to carry out reply/request transactions also may increase responsiveness, this is
again especially true in regards to those transactions that initiate critical path activities.

Flexibility:

Various definitions and aspects of flexibility are given in the literature.

defined herein as the ability of a firm to adapt to environmental change.
definition, flexibility can be seen to be dependent upon:
firm can undertake (Brill and Mandelbaum,

Flexibility is

Further examining this

(1) the set of projects (adaptations) the

1989) and (2) the ability of the firm to easily divert

efforts to these alternatives projects when an adaptation to an environmental change is required

(Gupta and Buzacott,

1989).

Flexibility is thus dependent upon the “technological core” and

infrastructure of the firm. (Malone,

Productivity:

1987; Meredith,

1986; Frazelle, 1986)

Productivity is defined as the degree of utilization of resources of the firm.

approach of Stewart (1983), these resources include flow and fixed resources.

Using an

Flow resources are

capital and material, fixed resources include equipment and personnel. The productivity of the firm
is dependent upon: (1) how often demands are made that utilize fixed and flow resources and (2)

the amount of waste resulting when flow resources are utilized.
Within the reference structure, productivity may be impacted by all functions holding command
authority.

These functions partially determine the degree of utilization of the commanded’s fixed

resources.

Additionally, the manufacturing function which processes material can impact produc-

tivity dependent upon the degree of material waste.
capital by any function impacts productivity.

Since all functions utilize capital, waste of this

A higher relative rate of utilization of assets also

impacts productivity as invested capital is being recovered sooner.

Profitability:
ways.

Profit, defined as revenues received in excess of costs, may be impacted in two general

First, reducing costs impacts profits.

Second, profits can be umpacted by increasing revenues

which requires the firm to be more effective in the marketplace. Although extensive literature exists
regarding competitive strategies, etc, this framework considers only two means to increase revenues.
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First, current products of the firm could be more aggressively or effectively promoted resulting in
increased sales.

Secondly, the firm could choose to cater to customers by modifying existing pro-

ducts or switching product lines; thereby utilizing the resources of the firm more effectively.

In a

general way, then, profits are affected by the ability of the firm to market and sell current products
or by the ability of the firm to assess customer wants.

Within

the developed

reference

structure,

profits are strongly tmpacted

by the sales/marketing

function which has the ability to increase sales and which gathers data concerning customer wants.
Profits are also strongly affected by the strategic planning function which has the responsibility for
deciding the product mix, modifying existing products, etc.

Customer Service Level:

Customer service level is defined as the degree of attention paid to cus-

tomers, before, during, and after the product sale. The customer service level is impacted whenever
a customer request is not met in a timely or correct manner.

a product, or a service.

This request may be for information,

Within the reference structure, functions having direct contact with the

customer or supplying information to these functions impact customer service.

These functions

include sales/marketing, customer service, materials management, and shipping and receiving.

3.5.3.2

Criteria Related to Feasibility

Logic Considerations:

Logic considerations must be considered by this methodology because pre-

cedence relationships occur between the various CIMs that limit the number of different implementation

sequences

possible.

For example,

the bill of materials

(BOM)

must

reside on the

computer before a computerized shop floor scheduling and material acquisition system can be implemented.

(This is not absolutely essential but inefficiencies might result otherwise through the

necessity of repeatedly entering the BOM

into the computer by hand.)

Another example is that

historical sales data must reside on the computer before computerized sales forecasting can occur.
Another obvious precedence relationship is that two functions must first be computerized before
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they can be linked via the computer.

It might also be possible that implementation of a particular

CIMs may preclude the possibility of implementing a certain other CIMs.

Technical

Considerations:

Throughout this thesis so far, computerization of functions and links

has been discussed assuming that it could always be accomplished.

This is, however, not the case.

Some functions have not yet been successfully automated (process planning, for example) and the

integration of some functions has proven exceedingly difficult. Integration difficulties arise from the
need to interface the different computer systems and then to define the common data requirements

and formats.

Technical feasibility of automation must be considered regardless of the fact that

computerization is to be accomplished through the purchase of off-the-shelf software or developed
in-house.

Infrastructure Considerations:

Given that a particular computer technology is technically feasible,

the organization must also consider if the required infrastructure exists to successfully implement
and interact with the new technology.

The organizational infrastructure is defined by Meredith

(1986, p. 68) as “the network of non-physical support systems that enable the technical structure
to operate.”

Some elements of the infrastructure include knowledge, rules, procedures, systems, and

the organizational structure.

The lack of a sufficient infrastructure has often been a reason cited for

implementation failures or poor results.

Cost Considerations: All costs relating to acquisition, implementation, and continued support must
be considered.

These costs include consulting, installation, training, additional personnel, down-

time, etc..
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3.5.4

Affect/Impact Relationships

Given the above

discussions of effects of computerization and how

impacted, affect/impact relationships may be derived.

some evaluation criteria are

For example, computerization of critical path

activities might decrease the total time required to fill an order and responsiveness is thus improved.
A database of product information easily accessible by sales personnel could prevent the misrepresentation of products to prospective customers and improve quality.

A Flexible Manufacturing

System might increase the number of different products that can be manufactured and so product
mix flexibility would thus be improved.

3.6

STEP FIVE:

Many relationships of this sort may be derived.

Overlay Matrices

After having derived these affect/impact relationships, they are presented in a series of Overlay
Matrices.
ure 12.

An example Overlay Matrix portraying potential impacts on quality is presented in Fig-

A set of Impact Summary Matrices might also be developed; an example Impact Summary

is presented below in Figure 13.

Other Overlay and Impact Summary Matrices should be prepared

for flexibility, productivity, cost, etc. Note that it is not required to fill in elements above and below
the major diagonal in these matrices since the same information is portrayed in the transpose elements.
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3.7

STEP

SIX:

Evaluation

Using the information portrayed in the previously developed matrices, aspects of implementation
decisions may

be analyzed--either in a top-down or bottom-up manner.

If used in a top-down

manner, evaluation criteria are first selected and the user consults the Impact Summary

Matrices

to focus in on particular areas offering high possibility for impact on the evaluation criteria.

The

user would then consult the Overlay Matrices to more specifically understand the sort of impact

and then consult the Function Matrix to identify the particular activities and transactions that
should be automated.

After having identified potential sites, next the General Dependency Matrix

might be consulted to suggest sets of activities and transactions that should be simultaneously automated because of a high amount of dependency between the functions. By proceeding with
evaluation in this manner, high-level concerns of the organization (expressed in the evaluation criteria) are used to derive automation requirements.

The framework may also be used in a bottom-up manner.

If used in this manner, the user first

consults the Function and General Dependency Matrix and identifies a set of specific activities and
transactions
Summary

that could be automated.

The

user would

then

consult

Matrices to determine the possible impacts of automation.

new evaluation criteria and derive additional impacts.

the Overlay

and

Impact

The user might also select

This bottom-up approach would be espe-

cially useful if the implementation of a standard automation package is being assessed.

This pack-

age would be “translated” into terms of affected activities and transactions and impacts then derived.

While this framework guides the analysis of the implementation decision, it does not offer a formal
method by which trade-offs between the evaluation criteria may be considered.

It also does not

offer a way of determining if impacts within individual functions will necessarily translate to impacts
at the organizational level.

Interdependencies are laid out in the function matrix but the user must

still “think through” these dependencies to determine the possibility for organizational impact.
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framework may be used at anytime, regardless of the state of automation within the firm.

In the

next chapter, use of this framework is demonstrated.
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Chapter IV
Framework

4,1

Demonstration

Discussion

Given the general framework developed in Chapter Three, use of this framework to guide an implementation decision currently being faced by a manufacturing organization is demonstrated.
section

is organized

as follows.

First,

background

information

formation

in this

Company

(henceforth referred to as TC, name withheld intentionally) is provided to give an idea

on the organizational setting in which the implementation decision is to be made.
current CIMS implementation decision faced by TC is discussed.

about

InThe

Second, the

This decision concerns whether

to implement a computerized production planning system; this production planning module will
be discussed in detail.
cision is demonstrated.

Third, use of the framework to analyze aspects of this implementation deThis involves selecting a set of evaluation criteria, building a reference

structure of the organization, defining affect/impact relationships, and presenting these results in

matrix format.

Finally, considering the information portrayed in the matrices, the pros and cons

of implementation, as related to the selected evaluation criteria, are discussed.
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It is emphasized at this point that, due to the scope of this research, a complete reference structure
was not developed.

Also, use of the framework was demonstrated in a bottom-up manner.

The

implementation decision analyzed concerned to what extent a standard automation package similar
to a Manufacturing

Resources Planning should be used.

To use the framework, it was thus re-

quired to “translate” the tasks performed by this package to terms of affected activities and transactions.

The organizational setting in which the implementation decision was made is discussed next.

This

includes a description of the general business and production environment of TC and their state
of automation.
personnel.

Information for these sections was gathered by conducting interviews with TC

These personnel included industrial engineers, the manager of industrial and manufac-

turing engineering, the manager of production control, the manager
manager of MIS.

of cost accounting, and the

Approximately twenty hours were spent conducting these interviews.

4.2

The Organizational Setting

4.2.1

The Business Environment

TC, an independent

subdivision of a large electronics manufacturer

largest manufacturer of industrial slip rings in the world.

since

1953, is currently the

TC holds forty five percent of the world

market and is the sole supplier to the miniature and subminiature markets.

Major competitive

thrusts which have helped to establish their market predominance include an emphasis on close

contact with the customer to develop customized designs, high quality products, quick delivery of
customized products, the incorporation of new technology into their products, and the development
of new markets and uses for their products. Other TC products include fiber optic components and
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factory security systems.

Future plans are to further develop and exploit the commercial slip mar-

ket.

Revenues for TC amounted to 30-50 million dollars in 1989 with nearly seventy percent of those
revenues resulting from the sale of slip rings to various government agencies and defense related
industries.

Nearly 800 employees work at the two manufacturing sites covering approximately

150,000 square feet.

One site is primarily devoted to slip ring production.

Henceforth this case

study will only be concerned with that site devoted to the design, development, and production of
slip rings.

4.2.2

The Production Environment

The manufacture of slip rings occurs in a complicated production environment.

Because of the

emphasis placed on customization, slip rings are produced in a job shop environment.

Each cus-

tomer order requires the scheduling of a number of separate jobs which results in 300-400 final assembly parts typically being produced on the floor at a single time.
as 4800 (400 x 12).

Most production runs are of low volume.

Total jobs could be as many

Engineering change orders (revisions

to product designs and manufacturing instructions after production has commenced)

are frequent

due to the willingness of TC to accommodate unique customer specifications and experimentation.
A job for a newly designed slip ring takes about 31 weeks of leadtime to complete, standard designs
take about 18 weeks leadtime.

Given the complicated production environment, precise scheduling of jobs, personnel, and production capacity, as well as careful tracking and allocation of production costs, is essential.

Cur-

rently, job scheduling is accomplished by schedulers in the Production Control] (PC) department
who use manufacturing leadtimes to establish completion dates for the various manufactured parts
and subassemblies required to complete an order.
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production floor who assign workers and machines to the job and who are responsible for accomplishing the job by the specified date.

Economic production batch concepts are important to TC

and so jobs are often aggregated and released to the floor as a lot.

Cost accounting data is gathered by having workers scan bar codes to record labor hours.
costs are charged at the stock room when materials are released to the job.

to the highest level customer order.

Material

Costs are assigned only

This means that, because jobs are often scheduled in lots, the

costs for all jobs in the lot are assigned to one customer order (even though the order may not require all the jobs).

The costs resulting from these residual jobs are not known and so cannot be

deducted from the total costs charged to that order.

Such methods of cost accounting are unac-

ceptable for the gathering the costs required by government contracts and could limit TC’s ability
to bid on government jobs.

The current implementation decision faced by TC concerns the extent

of use of a production planning module that could be used to schedule production jobs and collect
costs as required by government contracts.

Before discussing specifics of this module, the computer

implementation activities of TC through the years will first be reviewed.

This will provide an

understanding of the state of automation at TC and possible directions and areas for future automation.

4.2.3

4.2.3.1

The State of Automation

Early Computer Implementations at TC

TC, like many other organizations, began the implementation of stand-alone computer systems in
specific application areas around the year 1975.

Early implementations included payroll, cost ac-

counting, accounts payable, and accounts receivable.
computer.

A separate CAD

All applications resided on a Honeywell

system was also purchased.

were implemented to support specific operational activities.
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oping an information strategy, aligning such a strategy with business objectives, or on the computer
integration of various

activities within the organization.

This applications-oriented, bottom-up

implementation strategy resulted in a number of non-integrated computer applications.

Recognizing the need to improve operations and computer capabilities within the firm, as well as
the value of timely data for management, the development of an MIS was initiated in 1980.
developed computer applications were transferred to a new

Burress and Wang

Already

VS computer and

additional computers applications to be developed included the bill of materials, part master, inventory, purchasing, accounting, and shipping and receiving.

Personal computers were purchased

for the Quality Control and Engineering departments as well.
operational activities and provide management
system inefficient and ineffective.

While the MIS

reports, its haphazard

did support some

development

rendered the

Redundant data processing and storage was common.

As well,

primarily developed to support accounting and financial concerns, little support was provided to
the data needs of manufacturing management.

4.2.3.2

Implementation of The System

Beginning in 1985, new cost reporting requirements were imposed on all contractors by the federal
government.

These regulations dictated that TC

acquire and report detailed manufacturing cost

data for all government contract production orders.

Given the inefficiencies of the MIS and its lack

of support provided to manufacturing operations, it was decided that, in order to obtain the detailed

cost accounting data, it would be necessary to abandon the MIS and to implement portions of a
commercial

computer-integrated

manufacturing

program,

henceforth

referred to as The

System

(TS).
TS is an integrated set of software modules designed to support, perform, and integrate the activities
of various functional areas of a manufacturing organization.

With implementation of all software

modules, TS is capable of linking all organizational functions required to profitably satisfy a cus-
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tomer order, from sales order entry to shipping and receiving.
of common

data between

the functions.

This is accomplished via the sharing

Modules available include:

inventory control
order entry
sales analysis

purchasing
bill of materials
master production scheduling
materials requirements planning
capacity requirements planning
shop floor control.
Although implementation of TS was primarily motivated by the need for detailed cost accounting
data, TC recognized the integration possibilities offered by TS.
total integration of their manufacturing enterprise.
constraints and implementation inexperience.

TC thus laid out a masterplan for

At the same time, however, TC faced financial

It was decided to proceed with realization of this

masterplan in a tume-phased manner and TC was thus faced with the incremental implementation
decision discussed in Chapter One.

Although TC had already defined a masterplan in general

terms, details of the masterplan were not fully developed. TC needed to specifically decide which
modules it wanted to implement, to what extent the modules would be used, which modules to

integrate, and in what order to perform these activities.
To guide their implementation, TC developed an implementation roadmap.

For the first two years,

the implementation of TS has been completed as follows.
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Function

Date

engineering and manufacturing BOM

Aug,

1988

part master

Aug,

1988

inventory tracking

Aug,

1988

production routes

Aug, 1988

work plans

Dec, 1988

shop floor control

Jan, 1989

sales order entry

Aug, 1989

planning

in progress

shipping

in progress

financial

in progress

purchasing

in progress

too] design

Jan, 1990

receiving

in planning

One detail of the masterplan that has not yet been worked out is the extent to which the production
planning module should be used to schedule jobs and gather cost data.

In order to better under-

stand this implementation decision, this planning module ts described in detail next.

4.2.3.3

The Production Planning Module

The Production Planning (PP) module is a scheduling tool which performs many of the functions
of a standard Manufacturing Resources Planning (MRP II) system.

A highlight of this package is

the ability to simultaneously consider resource availability and plant capacity and schedule production jobs such that due dates are respected yet inventory levels are kept to a minimum.

The

essential logic upon which the PP module is based is well documented in the literature (Wallace,

1985; Orlicky, 1975; Cox and Clark, 1984) and so will not be described herein.

Some basic tasks

performed by the module include:
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1.

schedules production jobs and develops work center assignments such that production capacity
is not exceeded and delivery dates are met.

The module basically allocates scarce resources to

competing jobs within a given time frame; tooling, labor, or any other resources may be designated as a scarce resource.

2.

schedules the ordering of inventory and the production of component parts such that sufficient
quantities of parts and materials are available when needed for the next production step yet

inventory levels can be kept to a minimum.
3.

provides a job tracking capability with which lower level assemblies, parts, and raw materials

can be reserved for higher level production jobs and production costs can be aggregated accordingly.

This capability is in contrast to the current cost tracking method in which costs are

assigned to an order only.
4.

monitors inventory levels and provides buy advice when inventory levels have fallen below
safety stock levels.

The module also calculates the amount of reserve inventory that can be

allocated to a new requesting jobs without affecting the accomplishment of already scheduled
production jobs.

5.

tests the feasibility of alternative production schedules to determine if a customer’s order can
be produced by a

6.

specified date.

determines the impacts to the schedule if additional resources (manpower, machine capacity,
inventory, tooling, etc.)

7.

become available.

provides numerous reports to management such as machine and workforce utilization, etc.

As with other MRP I] programs, basic input includes:
order due dates
the bill of materials
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routing instructions
part information (purchased or manufactured, description, cost)
quantities of inventory on hand and on order (and expected delivery dates)
manufacturing and purchasing leadtimes

work center capacities and availability of labor and skills

Output from the module includes:

earliest possible order completion dates
need dates for purchased and manufactured parts and materials
buy advise for purchased parts
detailed work center and personnel assignments
present inventory quantities and amounts which can be safely committed to new orders

pick lists with dates specified
various monitoring reports

4.3

The Current Implementation Decision

Some aspects of the current implementation decision are now discussed.

The PP module affords

a varying amount of control over the manufacturing process dependent upon how and to what
extent the module is used to schedule.

Some factors which influence the degree of control afforded

include: (1) the definition of a production job, (2) the portion of total production jobs-scheduled
with the module, and (3) whether capacity information is used to influence the schedule.
A “job” is defined in terms of a number of production tasks and consumed resources (inventory and

production) and represents the smallest increment of work separately scheduled by the module.
Production costs are aggregated at the job level.

Production jobs currently defined by TC include

the manufacture of the capsule, brush block, slip ring, and all other fabricated parts.
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materials (BOM) for a typical slip ring assembly showing the hierarchical structure of these jobs is
shown in Figure 14.

A production job may be defined as however convenient and, if necessary,

may be defined in smaller increments of tasks (and/or component parts) or a greater number.

While the module may be used to schedule and collect costs for all production jobs, TC currently

only schedules and collects costs for selected government contract orders with the module.
production jobs are scheduled and costed by schedulers as previously described.

Other

Scheduling of these

government contract jobs is based on leadtimes only; workcenter capacity and labor availability are

not considered.

This means that when a production job is scheduled, it is assumed that the needed

plant capacity and labor are available.

The only factors that will thus determine how long it takes

to fill a production order are the manufacturing and purchasing leadtimes.

TC is presently deciding if it wants to extend the use of this module.

Some basic decisions that

TC must make concerning the extent of use of the module include:
¢

what portion of production orders should be scheduled by the module

e

how shall jobs be defined, what will be the job resolution

e

should workcenter capacities and labor availability be considered when scheduling.

As stated before, a logical and ordered manner to analyze this implementation decision is to use the
evaluation framework developed in Chapter Three.

With a reference structure of TC developed,

the activities and transactions automated by the module can be identified and the effects and im-

pacts of computerization can be specified.

In the following sections, the use of the framework is

demonstrated to analyze the implementation decision in which:
e

the module is used to schedule all production jobs

¢

capacity information is considered when scheduling

¢

jobs are defined as they presently are.
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SLIP RING CAPSULE

SLIP RING ASSEMBLY

~#—

oe ao

—~

other fabricated parts

~@—

defined as a job

BRUSH BLOCK

other fabricated parts

each fabricated part defined as a production job
(frame, housings, shaft, flange, etc.)

Figure

14.

The BOM
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4.4

Framework

Demonstration

Demonstration of the framework

is accomplished in six steps as follows:

(1) a set of relevant

evaluation criteria are identified, (2) a reference structure of TC is developed, (3) a Function Matrix

is prepared, (4) those activities and transactions that would be affected by the module are identified
and affect/impact relationships are derived, (5) these relationships are presented in a series of
Overlay Matrices, and (6) all the above information is simultaneously considered, and a detailed
discussion of the pros and cons of implementation is provided.

As optional steps of the method-

ology, the Interdependency and Impact Summary Matrices may also be prepared.

These matrices

are not prepared for this case study because a complete reference structure was not developed.

4.4.1

STEP

ONE:

Evaluation Criteria

A set of evaluation criteria are selected.
sponsiveness,

significant to TC

corporate

For this demonstration the criteria of flexibility and restrategy, are used.

Flexibility, as defined in Chapter

Three, is the set of jobs which the firm can manufacture and is dependent upon the technological
core and infrastructure of the firm.

Responsiveness is defined as the time to fill a demand for either

a standard product or a new product.

To include a criteria related to feasibility, the required

changes to the skills of personnel will be considered.
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4.4.2

STEPS

TWO

AND

THREE:

Reference Structure and Function

Matrix

A reference structure of TC is developed and presented in in Appendix D.

The general format of

the Function Matrix representation of this reference structure is presented in Figure 15. Cells have
been left blank due to space limitations.

Again, due to the scope of this research, a complete ref-

erence structure was not developed.

4.4.3

STEP FOUR:

Affect/Impact Relationships

In this step, affect/impact relationships are derived.
follows.

This will be accomplished in three steps as

First, by considering the logic of the PP module, the set of affected activities and trans-

actions is identified. These affected activities and transactions are presented in an abridged Function
Matrix (non-affected activities and transaction removed) in Figure

16.

Henceforth, this abridged

matrix represents the set of activities and transactions from which value is to be derived.
Second, in order to next specify how these activities and transactions will be affected, the fundamental effects of computerization discussed in Chapter Three are used.

Again, these fundamental

effects are:

Time:

The computer reduces the time required to accomplish activities and transactions.

Accuracy:

The computer accomplishes activities and transactions with fewer errors.

Capability: Given the standardization of a task in terms of variables and logic, a tradeoff exists between the flexibility of automation, on the one hand, and, on the other, the need for
strict conformance to the standardization imposed by automation.
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cost accounting

quality contro!

accounting

shipping/receiving

manufacturing

manufacturing eng.

design eng.

purchasing

production control

sales

sales

production control
purchasing
design eng.
manufacturing eng.
manufacturing
shipping/receiving
accounting
quality control

cost accounting

Figure

Framework

15.

The Function Matrix for TC
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Responsibilities and control: Computerization may also result in a realignment of responsibilities
and control relationships within the firm.

Third, these effects of computerization are related to impacts on the set of selected evaluation cri-

teria. The derivation of affect/impact relationships is demonstrated in the following sections.

The

following results are not intended to address all possible effects of computerization or impacts but
should be sufficient to demonstrate this step of the framework.

The automation

of activities is

considered first followed by the automation of transactions.

4.4.3.1

Automation of Activities

Production Control (PC)

1.

Defines production jobs and determines job completion dates:
pletion dates are determined

by considering production

workcenter capacity and labor availability.

Using the module, job com-

and purchase

leadtimes

as well as

Some results may include:

Time:

The time to determine realistic completion dates for all production jobs is reduced

Accuracy:

With the schedule developed based on capacities, the over-committment of productive capacity should be eliminated.
be reduced, the number

As a result, production chunches should

of late orders (due to over-committment

of resources)

should decrease, and the number of split orders should be reduced.

A more even

scheduling of resources yields a better utilization of capacity and labor and eliminates the need for overtime and to contract out production work. There is also less
confusion on the manufacturing floor.
Capability: The logic used by the program is insensitive to the number of jobs or scarce resources.
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fined to a greater resolution (ie., scheduled in terms of tasks or smaller groups of
tasks) because calculations are no longer burdensome.
resource

can be allocated.

Tooling or any other scarce

Realistic feasibility analyses

can be conducted

in a

timely manner and the effects of acquiring additional resources (machines, labor,
tooling, etc.) can be assessed.

Because the schedule must be respected, the ability

to work around the production schedule is decreased.

If the facility is scheduled

to full capacity, the “sneaking in” of an unscheduled job may affect the entire production schedule.

Changed responsibility/control relationships: Scheduling by capacity necessarily entails allocat-

ing production resources to production jobs at specified times.

Such loading de-

cisions may have previously been the responsibility of manufacturing supervisors.
Also, capacity and labor utilization data now automatically provided to PC may
enable PC to make decisions with this data that were previously the responsibility

of manufacturing.

Such decisions include machine acquisitions, overtime, and the

number of employees needed.

2.

Produces a traveler, bar code, and dated pick list

If the computer automatically generates a pick list with “pick before” dates, some effects might
include:

Time:

Less time is required because the manual preparation of a pick list is eliminated
Production is not held up because pick lists are not ready.

Accuracy:

The pick list is as accurate as the BOM from which it was generated.
rors such as the incorrect copying of information are eliminated.

Human er-

Time delays on

the floor waiting for correct materials are reduced.
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Capability: The BOM must reside on the computer for this task to be automated.

Substitute

parts cannot be accommodated unless specified in the current version of the BOM
and routing instructions.

3.

Reserves inventory for use in requesting jobs

With the module,

the user can specify that inventory originating from either stock reserves,

purchase actions, or production jobs be reserved for use in a requesting production job.

This

is accomplished by tagging the purchase transaction or inventory depletion with the number
of the requesting job or by closing a completed production job “into” another job.

This tag-

ging reserves the part for the requesting job (and hence makes it unavailable to any other requesting job) or places it in stock (where it is available to any requesting job).

Some effects

of this tagging ability include:

Time:

Since

production

jobs

and

purchases

are tagged,

less time

is required for the

expeditor to identify a higher level job needing the part and to designate the part
as reserved for that job.

Accuracy:

Since

all jobs

and

their

demands

are

tracked

by the computer,

no

parts

are

mistakenly “twice allocated.” Errors such as “orphan” jobs or purchases, unfulfilled
high level demands, and calculation errors are eliminated.

Time spent waiting be-

cause materials have mistakenly allocated to other jobs is eliminated.

Capability: The tagging capability makes the tracking of a large number of jobs and purchase
orders easier.

Tracking also offers the ability to aggregate cost data.

However, if

inventory is “swapped” between requesting jobs the ability to aggregate costs is lost.

Changed responsibility/control relationship: By reserving inventory for a particular production
job, material costs are automatically aggregated.
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ventory personnel to provide such data (by charging costs to orders, etc.) and for
cost accounting personnel to aggregate the data.

4.

Obtains

and

delivers

materials

and

tools

to workcenters

Because

of better planning,

the

expeditor has a better knowledge of what materials and tools will be required at workcenters
and when.

5.

Expedites orders

Because of better planning, there is less need to expedite orders.

6.

Monitors inventory

The module monitors inventory.

The program can point out occurrences in which inventory

is over-committed, a surplus exists, or when the inventory level falls below the safety stock
level.

The module also can determine the amount of inventory that can be committed to new

requesting production orders on any given day without causing shortages for already scheduled

jobs.

Some results of having the computer perform these activities include:

Time:

Computerization of this activity results in “real time” update of inventory records.

Accuracy:

“Real time” update of inventory records prevents inventory from simultaneously

being assigned to two jobs.

Capability: “Real tume” monitoring and reserving is insensitive to number of items tracked or
number of jobs demanding inventory.

The identification of surplus inventory al-

lows corrective actions to reduce inventory levels.
duced.

Inventory shortages can be re-

All inventory transactions (replenishments and depletions) must be entered

into the system if inventory records are to be accurate.
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7.

Determines need dates for purchased materials

Based on the schedule, the module determines which materials need to be purchased and when,
and issues purchasing advices.

Time:

Some results include:

Less time is required to prepare purchase requisitions since this task automatically
occurs whenever a job is scheduled.

Accuarcy:

Since purchase advices are generated from the BOM and part master database, the
materials specified and their leadtimes should be accurate.

Human errors such as

incorrect copying of specifications, etc. are eliminated.
Capability: Since the module acquires part specific data from the part master database, this
information on this database must be accurate, complete, and up to date.
purchase

Also,

advices can only be automatically generated for jobs entered onto the

system.

8.

Performs feasibility studies

The module can perform feasibility studies to determine the earliest possible date at which an
order can be filled.

Since capacity data is considered, the estimate will be realistic.

Some re-

sults include:

Time:

Feasibility studies can be accomplished very rapidly.

Accuracy:

The results of a feasibility analysis are accurate as long as leadtimes are accurate,
and the current production schedule is respected.

Capability: The availability of constrained resources (labor, workcenter capacity, etc.) can be

varied and the effects on the production schedule determined.
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mand cannot be met by a specified date, the module will return the earliest possible
date at which it can be filed.

9.

Monitors capacity and workforce utilization

Because capacity and workforce utilization data are easily obtained from the module,

some

results include:

Time:

The time to access the data and perform these calculations is reduced.

Accuracy:

Errors of calculation are eliminated.

Also, since data for these calculations are

obtained directly from scanning bar codes, data will be valid and errors of human
communication

are eliminated.

Capability: The module can monitor usage of any resource for which capacity has been defined
such as labor, tooling, etc.

and can help identify production bottlenecks.

It can

also determine the projected utilization of resources and use this data to support
equipment acquisitions, upgrades, etc.

Changed responsibility /control relationship: With

PC having access to utilization data, deci-

sions can be made which were previously the responsibility of manufacturing (such
as machine acquisitions, overtime, etc.).

10.

Cancels production jobs as required by an Engineering Change Order (ECO)

Since all production jobs required to fill the order are scheduled, cancelling the order after
production has commenced is complicated.

All non-released jobs and purchase requisitions

specifically associated with the order (through the tagging process) are automatically cancelled.
However, all inventory already released to the job is automatically returned to stock and
tracked costs are lost.
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this problem when using the module, the scheduler must “fake out” the program to keep the
inventory reserved and costs intact.

This process requires extra time and effort and can be

complicated.

The time required to cancel all associated non-released production jobs and in-

Time:

ventory requisitions is insignificant.

However, if these follow-up production jobs

and purchase requisitions have been released, extra effort is required to cancel the

jobs.

Extra time and effort is also required to “fake out” the computer to preserve

costs and reserve inventory if the job is to be replanned.

Accuracy:

Job tagging ensures that all associated jobs will be cancelled.
will be left scheduled for the floor.

No

“orphan” jobs

However, “faking out” the program is compli-

cated and errors may arise in the process.

Capability: The capability to cancel production is decreased because of the need to “fake out”
the program as cited above.

If a job is pulled from the floor, that capacity is left

open until another job is scheduled in its place.
may be filled in one of three ways:

The resulting available capacity

(1) the entire floor may be rescheduled (which

would result in much confusion), (2) the capacity may be assigned to the next requesting job, or (3) the manufacturing supervisor may unofficially assign another
job to fill the open capacity.

If many jobs are cancelled, the need to unofficially

fill available capacity adds confusion to floor operations.

Relation to Evaluation Criteria:

Given the above results of computerization, evaluation criteria are

impacted as follows:
Flexibility: The ability to fully schedule all productive capacity and provide resources as required can
increase the number and types of parts that can be produced at any given time.

volume and product mix flexibility are thus improved.
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However, the required strict ad94

herence

to the schedule

can limit the ability of manufacturing

around unanticipated events such as an ECO,

to adapt to and work

broken machine, etc.

Flexibility can thus

be decreased.

Responsiveness: Because the module produces realistic schedules based on capacity, over-scheduling
of capacity is reduced.

Parts thus spend less time in queue waiting for a machine, tool,

or the required skills; this can significantly reduce the total time required to fill an order.

The time spent waiting for other activities can also be eliminated by specifically scheduling
these activities.

These activities include material deliveries, quality inspections, and pre-

ventative maintenance.
duced.

The number of late orders and split production orders can be re-

The reduced time to prepare the pick list and to calculate the schedule can also

reduce the time to fill an order.

Knowledge of workcenter and skill utilization can suggest

machine acquisitions and the hiring of additional workers to eliminate production bottlenecks.

Accurate picklists eliminate time that might be wasted while waiting for correct

materials.

Skills:

Since the module automatically develops feasible production schedules, schedulers no
longer need to perform scheduling calculations.

Schedulers must make decisions re-

garding when to release jobs to the floor and must be very familiar with the logic used

by the module to make full utilization of its capabilities. Some clerical skills will no longer
be needed to produce the pick list and less skills are required to track inventory.

Fewer

expeditors may be required because better planning reduces confusion of the manufacturing floor.

Manufacturing Engineering (ME)

1.

Electronically coordinates the BOM

and routing instructions:

This procedure is specified in the

current operating procedures of TC however, interviews with company personnel reveal that

this task is not always performed.

Framework
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reconciled on the floor and then only informally.
this electronic coordination must
duction.

always

With the implementation of the PP module,

be performed

The module will facilitate the task since it performs the checking for the user and

points out when inconsistencies between the BOM

Time:

prior to release of an order to pro-

and routings exist.

Task requires less time since the computer points out inconsistencies.

The time

to reconcile inconsistencies on the floor will be eliminated.

Accuracy:

There will be no inconsistencies since the job cannot be released for production
until they have been resolved.

Capability: Any inconsistent part specifications are not permitted even though the actual differences between the parts may be only slight and would have no impact on cost,

the production schedule or manufacturing operations.

The reconciling of differ-

ences may be a timely and tedious task.

2.

Determines and records manufacturing time standards

changed procedure: Module requires that this data reside on the computer for scheduling.

Relation to Evaluation Criteria

Flexibility: not impacted.
Responsiveness:

Responsiveness

may

be diminished

since

resolving

inconsistencies

requires

time.

However, responsiveness may be improved if inconsistencies which would interrupt manufacturing operations are prevented.

Skills:

People knowledgeable in the products and materials of the firm will be required to coordinate the BOM

Framework
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Purchasing

1.

Determines and records purchase leadtimes

changed procedure: Module requires that this data reside on the computer for scheduling.

Manufacturing

1.

Allocates capacity and workers to requesting jobs

Changed responsibility /control relationship: The schedule developed by the module necessarily

allocates production capacities to requesting jobs.

Manufacturing supervisors may

have previously had greater responsibility for this task.

2.

Releases jobs to the floor

Changed responsibility/control relationship: Manufacturing supervisors no longer perform this
task, instead the PC function does.

3.

Monitors production activities and detects schedule slippages

Time:

The time to detect a schedule slippage is not affected since the manufacturing
supervisor must still carry out a comparison

between the observed state of pro-

duction and the scheduled state of production and assess the difference.
Accuracy:

Because the schedule is developed on well defined time standards, better information is available to determine whether a schedule slippage actually exists.

Capability: Scheduling jobs in greater detail (finer resolution) allows a schedule slippage to be
detected earlier and for corrective actions to be taken sooner.
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4.

monitors machine and labor utilization

Changed responsibility/control relationship: responsibility for this task is given to PC who automatically receives this data from the module.

Relation to Evaluation Criteria

Flexibility: Because production must conform to the schedule developed by PC, the ability of manufacturing personnel to adapt to sudden changes such as a broken machine, rush job, etc.

is diminished and overall flexibility may be reduced.
Responsiveness: The ability to detect schedule slippages earlier permits corrective actions to be taken
sooner and may reduce the total time required to fill an order and the number of schedule
slippages.

The ability to detect production bottlenecks provides data to support machine

acquisitions, etc.

Skills:

not impacted.

Quality Control (QC)

Changed responsibility /control relationship: QC must adhere to the production schedule developed

by PC and be available as specified.

Cost Accounting

1.

Collects, assigns and aggregates cost accounting data for internal and external accounting
purposes

changed procedure: The cost accounting function is no longer responsible for certain cost accounting tasks.

Framework
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codes and assigned to the job coded on the bar code.

Manufacturing costs are

automatically assigned through the tagging capability of the program.

Through the

process closing of lower level production jobs into higher level jobs, these costs are
further aggregated.
The automated gathering of material costs and aggregation of costs requires less

Time:

time.

Accuracy:

A greater accuracy may result because costs are reported and aggregated by the
computer and human errors of communication and calculation are thus eliminated.

Capacity:

Since all jobs are tagged, there is less confusion regarding which costs to aggregate
to a job.

Each job must be closed into the correct higher level job for costs to

aggregated properly.

The finer that a job is defined, the more closings required.

Scheduling production in batches does not represent a problem since any single job
can be tagged to a higher level job or to forecast or stock, etc.

Changed responsibility /reporting relationship: Much of the responsibility for data aggregation
is now

given to production expeditors who

close jobs into higher level jobs.

Manufacturing personnel are responsible for gathering data regarding labor hours
worked on projects.

The module automatically assigns material costs to jobs.

Relation to Evaluation Criteria

Flexibility: Because the ability to provide the required cost accounting data could prevent TC from
participating in government contract jobs, the ability to provide this information increases

the set of activities in which the firm can participate.
Responsiveness: Responsiveness is probably not impacted since it is not a critical activity required for
completing an order.
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Skills:

Some

clerical skills will no longer be needed since costs are assigned and aggregated

automatically.

4.4.3.2

Automation of Transactions

Affect/Impact

relationships related to the computerization

of transactions follow below.

These

transactions fall within the off-diagonal elements of the Function Matrix.

PC/Purchasing

1.

R/R:

PC sends purchase requisitions-implied command to purchase materials by specified need

dates:

With the module, a series of purchase advices are automatically generated which specify

materials to be purchased and dates.

Time:

There will be no time lag between the time a material requirement is specified and
the time this need is communicated to purchasing.

Accuracy:

Human communication errors are eliminated since the requisition is generated directly from the BOM

and part master data base.

No required purchased parts are

forgotten.

Capability: All part specifications are obtained from the part master database in the format
used by that database.

Misunderstanding of information is thus reduced.

All part

information must reside on this database if a complete purchase advice is to be
generated.

2.

R/R:

Framework

purchasing supplies accurate purchasing leadtimes
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Given that these transactions are to occur via an electronic link or a common database, effects
would include:

Time:

There

would

be no

information

lagtime.

PC

receives

leadtimes whenever purchasing modifies the database.

immediate

updates

of

This allows purchasing to

perform updates whenever needed to account for leadtime variability and PC has

the most recent data for scheduling.

Accuracy:

Human errors of communication are eliminated and, because of the ease of modi-

fying and transmitting data, leadtimes are up to date.

Capability: Because both functions are working from the same database and must conform to
the imposed

structure, misunderstanding is reduced.

Once the electronic link is

established, other information besides leadtimes could also be sent.

Relation to Evaluation Criteria

Flexibility: /t may be necessary to automate this transaction in order to attain the improved flexibility

offered by automating activities in the PC function.

Responsiveness:

Responsiveness might be increased since there is no time lost between the time a

material need is identified and when the need is communicated to purchasing.

Since er-

rors of human communication are eliminated, no production time is lost waiting for correct materials.

Skills:

Data entry skills will be required to input data.
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PC/ME

1.

C/A:

ME transmits time standards:

or common

Time:

Computerization of this transaction via an electronic link

database would result in:

Because

no time is required to transmit this information, the most

specified by ME would also be used by PC for scheduling.

recent data

ME can thus easily

update time standards to accommodate special circumstances, etc.

Accuracy:

Human communication errors would be eliminated

Capability: Because both functions are working from the same database and must conform to

the structure of that database, misunderstanding is reduced.

Relation to Evaluation Criteria

Flexibility: 1¢ may be required to automate this transaction in order to attain the improved flexibility

offered by automating activities in the PC function.

Responsiveness: probably not impacted.

Skills:

Data entry skills will be required to input the data into the computer.

PC/Manufacturing

1.

C/A:

Manufacturing

relates problems

workcenters and the available labor.:

to PC

which

could affect the capacity

available

at

If this information were passed to PC via an electronic

link or common database, affects would include:
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Time:

The time to pass this information is negligible.
update this data as needed

As a result, manufacturing can

(to account for machine maintenance and employee

absenteeism) and PC will have the most up to date information for scheduling the
floor.

Accuracy:

Data inconsistencies arising from data still “in transit” would be eliminated.
man

communication

errors are eliminated.

As a result, machines

or workers

Huare

not over-committed due to inaccurate capacity information.

Capability: Because both functions must conform to the structure imposed by the database,
misunderstandings are eliminated.
2.

C/A:

Manufacturing commands the expeditor to deliver parts and materials as needed

The need for this transaction is reduced
expeditor through

better planning.

Time

because material needs can be anticipated by the
is not wasted between the time when

a need is

identified and when it is communicated.

Relation to Evaluation Criteria

Flexibility: Jf PC has “real time’ data regarding capacities and labor availability, more jobs may be
able to be

squeezed in” resulting a greater product mix.

Responsiveness: Timely feedback of production capacity and labor availability allows more realistic
schedules to be developed. This could prevent scheduling beyond capacity and resulting
schedule slippages.

The expeditor has a better knowledge of when materials will be re-

quired on the floor and so the time waiting for materials could be substantially reduced.

Reduction in the number of times that QC must be commanded to the floor reduces the
amount of time waiting for the inspector. Because preventative maintenance is scheduled,
less time is spent waiting for machines being maintained.
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Skills:

Data entry skills will be required to input labor and workcenter data into the computer.
Manufacturing supervisors no longer have to load machines and workers.

PC/Cost Accounting
1.

PC provides information regarding which costs to aggregate:
aggregates much

of the required cost accounting data.

PC automatically gathers and

Material costs and labor hours are

electronically transmitted via the tagging capability of the program.
ageregated when

one job is closed into another.

Some

Costs are automatically

results of having this information

electronically transmitted to cost accounting include:
Time:

Scanning the bar codes and tagging inventory eliminates the need to separately
transmit this information to cost accounting.

The aggregating of costs by PC

eliminates the need to specify which jobs are to be charged to various orders.

Accuracy:

The need for human recording of labor hours and material costs is eliminated and
so opportunities for errors are reduced.

The need to specify which costs to aggre-

gate is also eliminated.

Capability: Jobs must be closed into the correct higher level jobs and bar codes scanned as
needed.

If jobs must be cancelled after production has commenced, the program

must be “faked out” to keep costs intact.

Relation to Evaluation Criteria

Flexibility: The ability to acquire this cost accounting data enables the firm to participate in government contract jobs.

TC is also able to respond quickly to bids and may thus participate

in more jobs.
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Responsiveness: Not impacted since cost accounting is not a critical path activity.

Skills:

The number of clerical personnel in cost accounting can be reduced since costs are automatically assigned and aggregated.

Purchasing/Cost Accounting

1.

C/A:

Purchasing informs cost accounting of the cost of purchased items:

The need for this

transaction is eliminated since cost data is automatically extracted from the part master database and automatically passed to cost accounting by PC.

Manufacturing/QC

1.

C/A:

manufacturing commands QC when to inspect:

The need for this transaction is elimi-

nated since PC now does the commanding via the schedule.

4.4.4

STEP

FIVE:

Overlay Matrices

Having defined some representative affect/relationships, these impacts are presented in three Over-

lay Matrices.

One Overlay Matrix is prepared for each of the evaluation criteria of flexibility, re-

sponsiveness,

and

skills.

A

separate

matrix

is

also

prepared

to

portray

the

changed

responsibilities/reporting relationships since so many on these sorts of effects were identified. These
Overlay Matrices are presented in Figures 17, 18, 19, and 20.

Some aspects of the Overlay Matrices which deserve note follow.
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1.

Cells below the major diagonal are blank within the Function and Overlay Matrices.

This is

because the transactions and affect/impact relationships are listed in the corresponding cell

above the major diagonal.
2.

These cells could be filled in if desired.

Although there are many unfilled cells in this matrix, this is due to the fact that a complete
reference structure was not developed.

If a complete reference structure of a manufacturing

organization were to be developed, all cells would be filled in with transactions or activities.
Cells below the major diagonal could also be filled in.

3.

While for this demonstration

the relevant aspects of the matrices could be portrayed on a

standard sheet of paper, most likely the presentation of a complete reference structure will require paper much larger.

Because a complete reference structure was not developed, it was not possible to develop the
General Dependency and Impact Summary

Matrices.

All activities were not detailed in every

function and it was thus not possible to assess dependency with this incomplete information.

The

same applies to the development of Impact Summary Matrices.

4.4.5

STEP

SIX:

Evaluation

With the information portrayed in the Overlay Matrices, the pros and cons regarding implementation can now be assessed.

First, implementation of the module will allow the firm to make full use

of its productive resources by coordinating the dedication of these resources to numerous requesting

jobs while avoiding the over-committment of these productive resources.

This could result in an

overall greater number of jobs to be accomplished at any one time, both in regards to different types
of jobs and their volume.

Product mix and product volume

flexibility may accordingly be im-

proved.

Framework
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Responsiveness might be improved through the reduction in the time a part spends in queue.

This

is accomplished by scheduling the availability of many of the resources required to initiate or execute production to include materials, a worker, a machine, or an inspector.

Furthermore, if jobs

were to be defined in finer resolution, schedule slippages could be detected sooner and corrective
actions taken earlier.

Finally, reducing the time required to develop the picklist, purchase orders,

etc. might reduce the total time required to fill an order.

The results of improved responsiveness

may be reflected in a reduced number of late orders and reduced total manufacturing time.

Results

of automation that might limit responsiveness of TC include the additional time required to achieve

consistency between the BOM and routing and the extra time that is required for the expeditor to
perform the many closings of jobs that is required on the manufacturing floor.

While responsiveness and some flexibilities are improved through scheduling, the required adherence to the schedule developed by PC diminishes some of the ability of manufacturing personnel
to adapt to changes.

If a machine breaks down, workers cannot arbitrarily finish a job on another

machine; such a decision must be made by PC.
it is specifically scheduled by PC.

by an ECO is diminished.

A rush job cannot be easily accommodated unless

The ability to cancel jobs and reschedule them later as requested

As such, the ability to quickly adapt to some requirements is reduced.

Some required changes in the assignment of responsibilities and authority relationships within the
organization resulting from the PP module must be accommodated.

PC must be given greater re-

sponsibility for the allocation of productive resources and manufacturing supervisors must relin-

quish such responsibility.
schedule.

As well, quality inspection and maintenance personnel must respect the

Purchasing must also respect dates specified by PC for the delivery of materials.

Some clerical skills will be eliminated (preparation of purchasing requisitions, aggregating cost ac-

counting data).

More computer expertise is required of the production scheduler but less schedul-

ing expertise required by manufacturing supervisors.

The role of the expeditor will change as they

will be less needed to “push” jobs through the system.

Framework Demonstration
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It should be noted here that, because of the evaluation criteria selected, some results of the implementation of the module have not been mentioned.

For example, improved utilization of machines

and labor may result in lower inventory levels and a greater number of inventory turns.
sults would have been derived if an evaluation criteria of productivity had been used.

These reFor this

reason the importance of developing a complete set of evaluation criteria is emphasized.

In summary,

within this chapter each step of the framework was demonstrated in the context of

an actual CIMS implementation decision.

In the following final chapter, the overall usefulness and

appropriateness of the framework to guide actual implementation decisions is assessed.

Framework
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Chapter V
Analysis and Conclusions

5.f

Discussion

Within this final chapter, the performance of the framework is assessed in regards to how useful it
is for guiding the incremental implementation of CIMS.

The performance is evaluated using results

from the case study presented in Chapter Four along with feedback provided by the client.

Based

on the results of the case study and the literature review, suggested improvements to the framework
are given along with suggested areas for future research.

It should be noted here that, because there were no other frameworks identified in the literature to
guide the incremental implementation

of CIMS

in an organization-wide manner,

it will not be

possible to compare the results from the case study of Chapter Four with results obtained using

other frameworks.

There is also no “right answer” available regarding how implementation of

CIMS should proceed.

For these reasons, this framework can only be assessed in regards to how

useful it is for analyzing tmplementation decisions.
Analysis and Conclusions
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to only structure the logic that should be used when faced with implementation decisions, it shall
specifically be questioned whether the framework leads to a clear understanding of various aspects

of the implementation decision and if it provides a useful mechanism with which to determine the
consequences and impacts of automation.

Some particular questions that will be asked as part of

the assessment process include:

1.

Is the “as is” situation of the firm adequately described by the reference structure?
of activities and transactions appropriate and are the C/A and R/R

structures useful?

Is the use
Does the

reference structure lead to a clear understanding of automation possibilities?

2.

How useful are the Function and Interdependency Matrices?

3.

Is it appropriate to view computerization as affecting how activities and transactions are accomplished

and

who

accomplishes

them?

Are

the

suggested

Effects

of Computerization

mentioned in Chapter Three useful?
4.

Is it useful to develop affect/impact

relationships?

How

might the derivation of these re-

lationships be improved and how useful are the general frameworks provided in Chapter Three
for this purpose?

5.

How useful are the Overlay Matrices and the Impact Summary Matrix?

6.

Overall, how well does the framework lead to an understanding of CIMs implementation de-

cisions and to an understanding of the consequences and impacts of automation.

How well

is the implementation decision of Chapter One answered--which CIMs to implement, which

to integrate, and in what order?
Each of these questions will be addressed next using results from the framework demonstration of

Chapter Four.

The viewpoint of personnel from TC as well as that of the author will be used to

answer these questions.
Analysis and Conclusions
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5.2

1.

Analysis

In response to the first question, the description of the organization in terms of activities and

transactions (C/A and R/R) appears to be a useful starting point to analyze implementation deci-

sions.

This view is in contrast to some other organizational views identified in the literature such

as business processes, conversations,

decisions, etc.

With this organizational view, automation

possibilities become apparent since an automation technology often performs several of these spe-

cific activities.

For example, most of the functions performed by the PP module can be described

in terms of the activities of reserving inventory, determining due dates, etc.
helps to pomt

Identifying transactions

out some areas where data is shared and where a database might be useful.

exchange of data between the PC function and the purchasing and ME

The

functions shows the use-

fulness of linking the PC function to each of these functions with a common database.

Regardless

of the state of automation, these activities and transactions remain fairly constant (although who

performs them may change).

As a result, this organization view is valid regardless of the state of

automation within the organization.

With this organizational view, emphasis is placed on the or-

ganizational background in which the implementation decsiion is to occurr and the tendency to

sometimes view computerization in terms of technology alone is checked.

For the case study, the use of C/A and R/R structures was useful in some situations but the designation of all transactions into one of these two categories was not always clear.

Some trans-

actions, such as the updating of time standards, while required to initiate critical path manufacturing

activities, were of importance only when the manufacture of a new product was involved.

Other

transactions, such as the reporting of cost accounting data, while vital to TC competitiveness, were

not designated as C/A transactions because they did not initiate critical path activities. An example
of the C/A and R/R pairs was found with the C/A transactions originating from PC.

These com-

mands initiate activities required to support production scheduling and production itself.

Analysis and Conclusions
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manufacturing floor, R/R transactions relating manufacturing and floor problems enable PC to
revise capacity estimates and make more reasonable demands of productive capacities.

A possible umprovement to this step of the framework might be a further classification of activities
and transactions.

It might be useful to designate activities as critical path activities or noncritical.

Activities on the critical path are those those activities that must be performed in order to get an
order filled and whose

completion

time directly affects the total time required to fill an order.

Transactions which initiate critical path activities could be specifically identified.

Transactions could also be further classified by the nature of the dependency established between
the two functions as a result of the transaction. (Flores and Winograd,

1986) For example, some

C/A transactions command action of another function and the commander requires no further re-

sponse from the commanded

before it can resume its activities.

transaction between design engineering and ME.

Such an example is the C/A

After a design is completed, design engineering

“hands off” the design and is free to then pursue other design activities.
ever, are characterized by requiring the commander
before resuming their activities.

Other transactions, how-

to wait for a response from the commanded

As an example, after purchasing commands

QC to inspect mate-

rials, purchasing must wait for the result of the inspection (pass/did not pass) before either delivering the materials to inventory or rejecting them.

Some R/R transactions exist to only provide information to another function with no anticipated
future action.

An

example

might

be the providing of status reports by the functions.

transactions do not create a dependency between the functions.

These

Viewing transactions in such a way

may provide a greater understanding of the purpose of information flow within the firm and what
the results of computerizing these different types of transactions might be.

The elicitation of the activities and transaction of the firm could be improved.

Only after iterating

through the steps of the methodology did it became apparent that some activities and transactions
had been neglected and that some had been specified in terms too general.

Analysis and Conclusions
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of “scheduling production” eventually came to be described as “defines production jobs and their
due dates and releases these jobs to floor supervisors who then load machines.”

The development

of a dictionary of standard activity terms and data entities might help in this respect.

Another im-

provement might be to develop a set of standard questions to ease the task of specifying activities
and transactions.

Some of the organizational modeling techniques identified in the literature de-

veloped such lists.

The reference structure of Appendix C could also be further developed to help

in this elicitation.

2. In regards to the second issue, the matrix presentation of the reference structure provides a way
to simultaneously view all that is going on in the organization; however, the required size of the
matrix may

limit its usefulness.

This problem might be eliminated if that portion of the matrix

which is blank (because transactions have been specified in the transpose element) would. be eliminated.

Another possible improvement would be to computerize the matrix and permit different

views of the matrix.

One view could show the entire matrix with the cells empty.

Other views

would permit cells of the matrix to be “pulled out” and enlarged.

In the case where the present state of automation within the firm is not very advanced, the devel-

opment of an Interdependency Matrix would be useful.

This matrix would focus attention to

functional areas with high dependency and suggest potential areas for electronic linking.

An Inter-

dependency Matrix was not prepared for the case study because a complete reference structure was
not developed.

3.

In regards to the third concern, viewing computerization as affecting how activities and trans-

actions are accomplished and who accomplishes them was very useful.

The fundamental results

of computerization of Chapter Three (time, accuracy, and capability, and changed responsibilities
and control) were very useful for eliciting affects of computerization.

A further search of the liter-

ature might yield a more complete set of results of computerization.

Viewing the affects of auto-

mation

in this respect prevented the tendency to identify the consequences

of automation

(ie.,

reduced overtime, fewer late orders, etc.) without understanding the mechanism through which such
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consequences are achieved.

By “mapping” the PP module onto the activities it performs, some

changed responsibilities/control relationships were easily identified.

An example was the required

transferring of the responsibility of releasing jobs to the floor from the manufacturing function to
the PC function.

It became apparent from the case study that, since there were so many changed responsibilities and
authority relationships resulting from the implementation of the module, an improvement to the
framework would be to develop a matrix that would

summarize all these changes.

It should be

mentioned here that it was helpful to not quantify affects of computerization at this point.

Doing

so might have resulted in focusing on only those results of automation that can be measured.

Other

significant affects

over-

looked.

4.

such

as changed

responsibilities/control

relationships

would

have

been

A possible way for including quantification will be given later.

With respect to the fourth issue, the determination of impacts on evaluation criteria naturally

followed after determining how activities and transactions are affected.

However, this step of the

framework is the one that could use the most further development. When assessing impacts, dependencies between functions must be kept in mind.

The framework does provide an easy way to

recall these dependencies through the prior identification of transactions.
tion Matrix

leadtimes.

shows

that scheduling is dependent

upon

For example, the Func-

inputs of manufacturing

and purchasing

The framework helps to user to recognize that just automating the scheduling task may

not necessarily improve responsiveness if access to leadtimes is not improved.
“think through” dependencies to derive possible organizational impacts.

The user must still

The general frameworks

of Chapter Three which stated how the specified set of evaluation criteria may be impacted by all
activities within the firm are useful.

Such integrative frameworks

such as those should be further

developed and detailed by the user for their specific organization.

5.

Finally, with reference to the fifth issue, the preparation of the Overlay Matrices was a very

useful result of this research.

These matrices provide a convenient way of “picking off” those ac-

tivities and transactions which impact specific evaluation criteria.
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of the user to those areas offering a high potential for bringing about the desired effect.

By referring

back to the Function Matrix, the required support is also made apparent.

With the case study, the Impact Summary Matrices were not prepared because of the incomplete
reference structure.

It is proposed that these matrices would be most useful for focussing in on

those activities and transaction to automate in order to impact a particular evaluation criteria.

Two additional general modifications to the framework are suggested.

First, because of the many

changes to responsibilities/control relationships identified through the case study, a possible new

approach might be to update the function matrix after each implementation.
matrix the transferred activities would be reflected.
a pivot about the previous Function Matrix.

Within this updated

Each implementation could thus be viewed as

Second, it is suggested that the user proceed through

the steps of the framework in an iterative manner.

As each step was accomplished, required re-

finements to the results of previous steps “jumped out.”

For example, trying to identify the affects

of computerization lead to a refinement of how activities and transactions should be defined.

5.3

Conclusions

In conclusion then, the general question of how useful is the framework for guiding the incremental

implementation of CIMs must be answered. This question is partly answered by emphasizing some
major results from the demonstration.

1.

This framework does provide a useful way of determining the results of computerization within

the organization.

The organizational view of activities and transactions helps to immediately

focus the user’s attention on those aspects of the organization that will be most impacted by
automation.

This view also prevents the user from viewing computerization in such terms as
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“automating purchasing”

or as a set of technologies only (ie., robots, CAD, etc.).

Depend-

encies between the functions are also made apparent through the specification of transactions.

2.

Having the user think through the affects of automation on activities and transactions prevents
any immediate focussing of attention on prespecified results of automation
inventory turns, increased visibility, etc. without
these results are brought about.

understanding the manner

such as reduced
through

which

Through identifying effects on activities and transactions and

relating of these effects to impacts, an understanding is gained of why these results occur.

3.

The preparation of Overlay Matrices would seem to be very useful endeavor to an organization
faced with implementation decisions.

These matrices can be used to guide the judicious in-

vestment in CIMS and help to obtain the greatest yield on the investment-whether the yield
be in flexibility, responsiveness, etc.

4.

It is often stated in the literature that, after going through a careful analysis of the organization
to determine automation requirements, one of the major benefits of such an analysis is not just
the identification of a set of automation requirements but rather the increased understanding
of the operations of the firm.

Through

processes and procedures are identified.

the analysis, major inefficiencies in organizational

These problems could possibly be eliminated through

a changed procedure and the automation then becomes unnecessary.

The development of a

reference structure seems to be a good way to specify how the organization operates and could
lead to the identification of inefficient procedures.
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5.4

Suggested Areas for Future Study

Based on the results of this research and the literature search, the following areas for future study
are identified:

1.

Definition of operational variables:

As a suggested method of quantification, it may be useful

to identify some variables in each cell of the Overlay Matrices that could indicate the degree

of impact on a particular evaluation criteria. These impacts need not necessarily be quantified
in dollar signs.

For example,

a reduced

number

of design reworks in the product

function could be indicative of the impact of automation on quality.

design

The reduced time that

a part spends waiting to be worked on due to unavailable machines could be indicative of the
impact that automation of the scheduling task has on responsiveness.

The amount

of time

required to resolve inconsistencies between purchasing orders and requisitions could be indic-

ative of the value of automating that transaction in terms of responsiveness.

The user could

develop a set of overlay matrices in which only these operational variables are specified.

To

“short cut” the evaluation process, the user could focus on only those results of automation
that are reflected through the the operational variables (reduced inventory turns, eg.).

How-

ever, use of just these operational variables may not be entirely adequate to guide implemen-

tation

decisions

since

other non-quantifiable

effects of automation

(transferring of task

responsibility, eg.), functional dependencies, and tradeoffs between the operational variables
would not be considered.

With some appropriate assumptions, it would be possible to express these operational variables
to terms of dollars and to assess the increased profit afforded by automation.

Some methods

for specifically accomplishing this are given in Canada and Edwards (1986), the IBM COPICS
Manual (1981).
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2.

Further development of transactions: The transactions within the organization could be further
grouped and classified in terms of the dependency established between the functions.

Under-

standing how transactions lead to future dependencies between functions might lead to a further understanding of the affects of automating

these transactions.

Some

language

action

modelling techniques could be used and evaluated for their usefulness (Flores and Winograd,

1986).
3.

Translation of standard automation packages:
are currently being made

Since many of the automation decisions that

by manufacturing firms are whether to implement

standard auto-

mation packages, the translation of these standard packages into terms of affected activities and
transactions would be useful.

As an example, a CAD system or robot could be translated into

terms of affected activities and transactions, and the user could proceed as in the case study.
A set of standard translations would eliminate the need for the user to perform this translation.

4.

Formal portrayal of trafeoffs:

Aithough it is known that tradeoffs do often exist between the

evaluation criteria (eg., responsiveness and flexibility), it might be useful to develop a method
whereby these tradeoffs could be formally portrayed and analyzed.

An example framework

which does this is presented by Hauser and Clausing (1988) and is described as a “House of
Quality.”

More importantly, this “House of Quality” approach also presents a pictorial way

to relate a set of evaluation criteria to a set of user-defined operational variables and to present
assessments of impact and tradeoffs.

A house could be developed herein by specifying a set

of evaluation criteria and related operational variables.

5.

Linkages

to Simultaneous

Engineering

concepts:

The

ability to synthesize

aspects

of this

framework with the Simultaneous Engineering concept currently being promulgated today
should be investigated.

The

Simultaneous Engineering concept

emphasizes the need to si-

multaneously consider all life-cycle stages of a product when it is being designed; these life-cycle
stages include manufacture, distribution, customer use, field support, etc.

The ability to ex-

change information between the various functions within the organization that impact the
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product can permit decisions to be made that consider capabilities and limitations of all functions.

Sharing of information in this way can lead to reduced manufacturing costs, shorter

leadtimes, etc.

5.5

Summary

Within the previous chapters, the objective of this research, which was to develop a framework to
guide the incremental implementation of CIMS

into an organization, has been accomplished.

A

framework was developed by first establishing the need for CIMS design and implementation to
proceed in an incremental manner.

Next, a reference structure of a typical manufacturing firm was

developed; this reference structure implicitly assumed an organizational view consisting of activities
and transactions.

A suggested matrix presentation of this reference structure was also given.

Next,

a method was defined to assist the user in identifying some fundamental effects of computerization

within the organization and in relating these effects to impacts on a set of evaluation criteria. Some
possible fundamental effects of computerization which were considered in this step included the
effects of decreased time to accomplish activities and transactions, reduced errors, the changed capability to accomplish activities and transactions (especially in non-typical situations), and the required changes in responsibilities and control relationships.

Having developed such a framework, use of the framework to guide an actual CIMS implementation decision was demonstrated by a case study example.

This case study focused upon the decision

of whether to implement a computerized production planning module. Aspects of the decision that
were analyzed included possible impacts on organizational flexibility, responsiveness, and skills, and
necessary changes in responsibilities and control relationships. At the conclusion of the case study,
it was determined by the client that, overall, the framework did provide a useful way understand
effects and impacts of automation within their organization.
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Appendix C
The Reference

Structure

A reference structure of a typical manufacturing organization is built in detail.
built by identifying essential business and manufacturing functions.
function are specified as are transactions between the functions.

This structure is

Next, the activities within a

This reference structure will de-

scribe the essential activities and transactions of any manufacturing enterprise; however, it is not

intended to be all-encompassing or totally complete.
specifically model a particular organization.

This structure may need to be tailored to

This reference structure is presented here to provide a

departure point from which the user could develop their own reference structure.
The essential business and manufacturing functions that will be considered are listed below.

Ac-

tivities in these functions are then discussed.
®

production cycle functions
sales/marketing (S/M)
accounting
product design (PD)
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manufacturing engineering (ME)
materials management (MM)

manufacturing
purchasing
materials handling (MH)
plant maintenance
shipping and receiving (SR)
°

support functions
customer service(CS)

personnel
¢

monitoring functions
management
quality control (QC)
cost accounting

e _ planning functions
strategic planning (SP)

quality planning (QP)
financial planning
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Activities

Sales/marketing:

|The tasks of sales/marketing include selling the products and capabilities of the

firm and promoting the company and its products to prospective customers via marketing campaigns.

This function also monitors the marketplace in regards to the activities of competitors,

customer preferences for the products of the firm and those of competitors, customer profiles, demand locations, the probable life-cycle stage of various products, etc.

Forecasts are made regarding

customer demand by geographic location, technology, product innovations, labor and material
availability, desirable locations for new factories, utilities, transportation needs, and other economic
parameters.

Product design: The product design function designs products to satisfy customer wants and which
are, as well, manufacturable and supportable throughout their intended life-cycle.
and modifications to existing products are designed.

New products

Specific activities include developing prelimi-

nary and final designs, evaluating alternative designs, prototype development and testing, drafting,
and specifying a bill of materials (BOM).

This function is also responsible for classifying parts

based on part geometry and designing product packaging.
Manufacturing engineering:
product design.

Manufacturing engineering develops manufacturing instructions for a

These instructions specify materials, detailed machining and assembly instructions,

routings, and time standards.

ME prepares engineering change notices and keeps track of changes

to a product design or manufacturing instructions, provides preliminary product cost estimates, and
develops code for numerically controlled machines (if applicable).

This function also classifies parts

based on the required manufacturing operations.

Materials management:

The

responsibilities of materials management

include:

(1) developing

short-term production plans, (2) acquiring the required resources of labor, materials, tools, and
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machining time by dates specified in the production plan, (3) scheduling and rescheduling shop
floor operations, (4) arranging for the shipment of finished goods, and (5) monitoring and controlling inventory.

Materials management also decides whether to contract out production work if the

plant is operating at over-capacity.
operations (machining, moving,

Data monitored on the shop floor include the time for various

in queue, in assembly, quality inspection, machine set-up), em-

ployee identification, operation times by employees or machines, jobs performed on each machine,
material shortages, and machine failure and utilization.

Manufacturing:

The manufacturing function adds value to raw materials and parts by executing

the production orders transmitted by MM

by ME.

according to the manufacturing instructions provided

Specific activities occurring on the manufacturing floor include machining, inspecting, as-

sembling, finishing, testing, and movement of materials.

Set-up operations are performed and tool

wear is monitored.

Purchasing:

The purchasing function negotiates purchase contracts with vendors to procure pur-

chased items in the required quantities by the dates specified by materials management.

Activities

include contacting vendors and negotiating issues such as product quality, price, and delivery dates.
Purchasing also requests quotes and arranges for the quality inspection of incoming purchase orders.

Materials handling:

Materials handling transports raw materials, work-in-process, tools, and fin:

ished goods to, from, and around the manufacturing floor.

Maintenance:

The maintenance function maintains all in-house equipment in an operational sta-

tus. This includes production equipment, computers, material handling equipment, etc.

Shipping and receiving:
purchased

The

Shipping and receiving is responsible for receiving incoming shipments of

goods and scheduling the shipment of finished products from the factory to the cus-
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tomers.

Also performs spot checks of incoming orders to verify that the correct items have been

delivered in the required quantities.

Customer service:

The customer service function services the company’s products as required by

sales contracts, service contracts, warranties, or as requested by customers.

Activities include pre-

ventative and corrective maintenance actions and upgrades.

Personnel:

Personnel provides the labor resources, skills, training, and education as required by all

functions at the locations specified.

Personnel also develops wage scales, benefit packages, leave

policies, and authorizes overtime.
Accounting:

Three

activities within the accounting function are accounts

receivable, and order processing.
makes payments as necessary.

payable,

accounts

Accounts payable monitors vendor and creditor accounts and

Accounts receivable monitors customer accounts and issues bills.

Order processing processes orders from sales and customer service as well as forecast orders and
transmits these orders to materials management.

Order processing also verifies the accuracy of in-

coming orders and notes special requirements.

Quality control:

Quality control performs quality inspection of incoming materials, work-in-

process, and finished goods to ensure that all activities are performed according to quality guidelines.

This function also formulates quality control plans, schedules test equipment, and gathers

data for the quality planning function.
Cost accounting:

The cost accounting function gathers cost data from all functions.

used by the financial planning function to monitor functions and to formulate budgets.

This data is
Costs may

be categorized by labor, material, labor, transportation, utilities, taxes, depreciation, and overhead.

Costs may also be calculated for each activity performed.
Control functions: The control functions (financial, quality, and strategic planning) develop policy
guidelines which are used to guide the activities of all functions.
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oped through the coordinated efforts of these control functions.

All operating functions are ex-

pected to conduct their activities in accordance with these guidelines.

1.

strategic planning:

Strategic

planning

formulates

corporate

strategy.

Decisions

are made

concerning the product mix, product introduction dates, profit margins, target markets, and the
technological resources and capacity required to support the strategy.

2.

financial planning:

Financial planning

develops

operating budgets for all functions.

This

function also determines product cost structure, profit objectives, capital investment programs
and schedules, and capital and cash requirements.

3.

quality planning: Quality planning develops quality standards for all products and all functions.
Also decides long-term quality goals of the firm.
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Transactions

A.

Control Function Transactions The control functions carry out C/A transactions with all oper-

ating functions.
command

The control functions transmit financial, quality, and strategic guidelines and

other functions to apply their efforts accordingly.

consistent manner, a command

is made for corrective action.

If a function is operating in an inAdditionally, all operating units are

commanded to provide input to the control functions for the formulation of financial, quality, and
strategic plans.

The input provided will vary for each function dependent on the activities per-

formed and the resources used.
B.

These inputs are not detailed.

Transactions Consistent across all Functions

Some transactions are consistent and repetitive across all functions.
1.

These transactions include:

a request to personnel for labor, skills, and training at desired locations, all functions also report labor hours.

2.

a proactive request to sales for information regarding customer wants.

This information ena-

bles all functions to better plan activities in accordance with customer wants
3.

a proactive request to customer service requesting customer feedback.

This helps all functions

evaluate the success of their efforts.

4.

requests from sales to all functions for information that may be useful for promoting a product.

5.

all functions request and supply data to cost accounting and quality control to monitor their
own activities.

C.

Other Transactions

The
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Other Transactions within the manufacturing organization are detailed below.

1. SALES/MARKETING

TRANSACTIONS:

S/M-manufacturing engineering:
1.

R/R:

S/M requests product cost estimates.

2.

R/R:
S/M requests information
customer order.

3.

R/R:

regarding the ability to manufacture a special

ME informs sales of special engineering requirements for a customer order.

S/M-materials management:
1.

R/R:

S/M requests an estimated completion date for a customer’s order.

R/R:

S/M requests information regarding the quantities of finished products held

3.

R/R:

MM

requests S/M to promote items building up in inventory.

4.

R/R:

S/M

requests the production status of a customer order.

5S.

R/R:

MM

informs S/M of delays in producing a customer order.

2.

in stock. S/M may then be able to promise the rapid delivery dates, lower prices,
and develop appropriate marketing campaigns.

S/M-shipping and receiving:
1.

C/A:

S/M requests the date that a customer’s order has been shipped.

S/M-customer service:
1.
2.

C/A: S/M commands
in a sales contract.
R/R:

CS to provide support services to a customer as specified

CS requests copies of all sales orders so that they may better plan service

activities.

S/M-accounting:
1.

C/A: S/M submits customer orders to accounting. The customer orders specify
who the customer is, the desired products and quantities, the promised delivery
dates and locations, prices, and any special customer requests.

2.

R/R: S/M requests information regarding selling prices, financing terms available,
and the status of a customer’s account (to see if their credit is good).

S/M-cost accounting:
1.

R/R:

S/M requests cost information that may be useful for negotiating prices.

2. PRODUCT DESIGN TRANSACTIONS:
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PD-manufacturing engineering:
1.

C/A: PD provides ME with a final product design consisting of a set of blueprints,
stated tolerances, the bill of materials (BOM) which specifies parts and materials
to be used, and possibly a product prototype. This transaction commands ME to
develop manufacturing instructions for the product. ME may seek modifications

because of anticipated difficulty in manufacturing the product or acquiring the
specified materials.

2.

R/R: PD and ME exchange information regarding manufacturing capabilities so
that reasonable commands can be made (via product designs).

PD-materials management:

1.

R/R:

PD requests information regarding standard parts and materials available in

inventory and their stock levels.

PD-manufacturing:
1.

R.R: PD requests information regarding manufacturing capabilities available and
tolerances attainable.

PD- purchasing:

1.

R/R:

PD requests information regarding the ability to purchase specified items of

R/R:

Purchasing informs PD of special part discounts, substitutes available, ven-

stated quality, quantity, and cost.

2.

dor reputations, etc.

PD-materials handling:
1.
PD-customer

PD requests information regarding the ability to provide in-house transportation

for a product of specified design.
service:

1.

R/R:

PD requests from CS information regarding the ability to support and ser-

vice a particular product design.

Such information may include the availability of

spare parts, the required skills of maintenance personnel, test equipment, etc.

PD-accounting:

1.

R/R:

PD requests an estimate of the costs incurred for a particular product design.

3. MANUFACTURING

ENGINEERING TRANSACTIONS:

ME-materials management:

1.

C/A: ME provides to MM manufacturing instructions which detail resources required to manufacture a specified product. The resources include machining and
assembly operations, labor hours, and materials.

(if applicable).

Also provided are NC programs

The transmittal of this information, when merged with production

requirements from accounting, constitutes an order for MM

for production of the product in the specified quantity.
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R/R:

ME and MM

exchange information regarding the capability of MM

to ex-

ecute a set manufacturing instructions. Information exchanged concerns the ability
of MM to acquire the resources specified in the manufacturing instructions by dates
specified by the production plan.

R/R:
ME requests information regarding the availability and stock levels of
standardized parts in inventory. This information enables ME to specify the use

of standardized parts and parts presently accumulating in inventory.
ME to make a more informed make/buy decisions.

This helps

ME-manufacturing:

I.

C/A:

ME provides to MM a set of manufacturing orders which detail how a de-

signed product is to be manufactured.
These manufacturing orders specify machining and assembly operations, the sequence of these operations, tolerances
required, and the manufactured and purchased materials required. For all operations, also transmitted is detailed drawings depicting the operations to be performed, set-up and machining instructions, the tools, jigs, or fixtures or machine
modifications required, and necessary skill-levels. The transmittal of the manu-

facturing instructions constitutes a command

production order (received from MM)

for manufacturing to execute the

according to these instructions.

R/R:

ME and manufacturing exchange information regarding the ability to exe-

R/R:

ME

cute a set of manufacturing instructions. This includes manufacturing capabilities
available, utilization rates, bottlenecks, tolerances attainable, and the ability of
machines to accommodate specified materials.
ME-purchasing:

l.

requests information regarding purchased materials.

This includes the

ability to purchase items of stated specifications and quality and the purchase lead

time.

R/R:
Purchasing informs ME of special part discounts, quality characteristics,
vendor reputations, and substitutes available.
This information influences the
make/buy decision.
ME-materials handling:

1.

R/R:

ME

requests information

concerning

the ability to accommodate

routings specified in the manufacturing instructions.

the

ME-maintenance:

1.

R/R: ME inquires whether specified maintenance capabilities are available to accommodate a specified set of manufacturing instructions. These capabilities might
include clean room facilities, temperature and moisture controls, etc.

R/R:

ME requests machine downtimes or operational problems which may affect

the ability to execute a set of manufacturing orders.

ME-quality control:
1.

C/A:

ME sends QC guidelines which specify parameters that should by monitored,

tolerances required, etc.

ME-cost accounting:

1.

The

R/R:
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4.

MATERIALS

MANAGEMENT

TRANSACTIONS:

A brief discussion of the activities of MM is provided to explain the transactions of MM.

To start,

will be available. Additionally, concepts of economic production lot size are considered.

MM then

MM receives sales orders, orders for stock replenishment, and forecast orders from accounting.
These orders are merged and a series of short-term production requirements are formulated in a
manner such that the required resources of material, labor, and machining and assembly operations
issues commands to other functions to provide these resources by a specified date.
mands include manufacturing orders, purchase orders, and personnel orders.

These com-

The basic logic used to formulate the short-term production plan (MRP II logic) is as follows.
After merging the production orders from accounting into a production lot, MM determines the

resource requirements of the lot. Working back from the final due date for the lot, lead-times are
checked to determine the latest possible date at which resources are needed. Then, the present
stocks of the resources are assessed and, if insufficient to meet the planned production requirements,
commands are made to acquire resources by the dates at which they will be required.
MM-manufacturing:

1.

C/A:

MM

commands manufacturing to execute production orders which specify

R/R:

Manufacturing provides accurate times for equipment

C/A:

Manufacturing is commanded to keep MM

items to be produced, quantities, and due dates.

2.

chining, assembling, and finishing operations.
chine reliability information.

3.

set-up and for ma-

Manufacturing also provides ma-

constantly aware of the status

of production orders and any problems encountered on the shop floor which might

result in schedule slippages.
materials, etc.

This includes problems with employees, machines,

MM.-purchasing:

1.
2.

3.

C/A:

MM

commands purchasing to procure from vendors specified items in re-

C/A:

MM

commands purchasing to make known any problems a vendor has in

R/R:

Purchasing provides to MM accurate purchasing lead times.

quired quantities by required dates.

meeting an agreed upon delivery date.
schedule.

Such delays might affect the production

M™M-materials handling:
1.

C/A: MM commands MH to move materials to, from, and around the manufacturing floor. This includes moving items from the receiving dock to the floor or
inventory (after quality inspection), moving finished goods from the manufacturing

floor to the shipping dock or to the finished goods inventory, and moving workin-process inventory between manufacturing departments.

2.

R/R: MH provides to MM accurate estimates of material movement times.
helps MM more accurately schedule the production plan and load machines.
might include movement

facturing floor.

This
This

times for goods from external warehouses to the manu-

MM-maintenance:
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1.

C/A:

Maintenance

commands

MM

machines within a specified timeframe.

2.

to schedule preventative maintenance

for

C/A:
Maintenance commands MM to stop routing work to a non-operational
machine and to reroute the existing jobs in the queue.

MM-shipping and receiving:
1.

2.

C/A:

MM

commands SR to ship finished goods.

R/R:

SR provides MM

C/A:

MM

with a schedule of shipping commitments so that MM

may better plan their shipping requests.

3.

that MM

commands SR to make known when purchased orders have arrived so

can arrange for movement of the material to the manufacturing floor or

to inventory (after quality inspection).
MM.-accounting:
1.

C/A: Accounting transmits to MM customer orders, forecast orders, and replenishment orders from customer service. This transmittal constitutes an order to arrange for their production. MM requests a modification if difficulty in fulfilling the

orders is anticipated because of capacity shortages.
2.

R/R: MM requests permission to contract out production work if the factory is
operating outside its capacity.

MM-quality control:
1.

C/A: MM commands
floor as scheduled.

MM-cost accounting:
3.

QC

to perform quality inspections on the manufacturing

none

MANUFACTURING

TRANSACTIONS:

manufacturing-materials handling:
1.

2.

C/A: Manufacturing commands
manufacturing floor.

R/R:

MH

to transport materials and tools around the

Manufacturing and MH exchange information regarding the ability to pro-

vide movement of work on the manufacturing floor. Information might include
the number and types of transportation equipment available, movement times, etc.

manufacturing-maintenance:
1.

C/A:
Manufacturing commands
equipment when failure occurs.

2.

R/R: Maintenance provides manufacturing with information regarding the proper
use and care of equipment.

3.

C/A:

maintenance

to perform

corrective actions on

Manufacturing commands maintenance to modify and adapt equipment to

accommodate manufacturing instructions.

manufacturing-quality control:

The
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1.

6.

C/A:
Manufacturing is commanded
spections are being performed.

PURCHASING

to discontinue operations while quality in-

TRANSACTIONS:

purchasing-shipping and receiving:
1.

C/A: Purchasing commands SR to give notification of when purchased items have
arrived.

2.

R/R: Purchasing informs SR of promised delivery dates so that SR can better plan
their activities.

purchasing-accounting:

1.

C/A: Purchasing commands accounts payable to open an account and to make
payments to a vendor as specified by the purchase agreement. Purchasing also

commands accounting to make final settlement on a purchase order after the order
has been delivered and accepted by the QC function.
2.

R/R:

Purchasing requests the credit status of vendors before awarding a purchase

contract.

purchasing-quality control:

1.

C/A:

Purchasing commands quality inspections of purchased orders.

2.

R/R:

3.

R/R:
QC informs purchasing of the results of quality inspections so that purchasing may update the vendor performance records.

Purchasing

seeks guidance from

QC

when

negotiating product

specifications and a quality contro! plan with a vendor.

quality

7. MATERIALS HANDLING TRANSACTIONS:
MH is basically a support function and has limited transactions with other functions except to reply
to commands and requests.
MEH-maintenance:

1.

C/A: Maintenance commands
turing floor.

2.

C/A:

MH

MH

to move broken equipment off the manufac-

commands maintenance to maintain material handling equipment.

MH-shipping and receiving:
1.

C/A: SR commands MH to move materials away from the receiving dock and to
a staging area to await quality inspection.

8. MAINTENANCE TRANSACTIONS:
maintenance-materials management:

The
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1.

C/A:

Maintenance commands MM to schedule preventative maintenance actions

on manufacturing equipment.

maintenance-materials handling:
1.

C/A: Maintenance commands
tenial handling equipment.

MH

to schedule preventative maintenance for ma-

maintenance-quality control:
1.

C/A: Maintenance commands QC to ensure that repairs to equipment have been
executed successfully. This may involve sampling output from the equipment and

measuring a quality characteristic.
9.
10.

SHIPPING

AND

CUSTOMER

RECEIVING

TRANSACTIONS:

previously specified

SERVICE TRANSACTIONS:

CS-accounting:
I.
11.

C/A: CS submits orders for spare parts to accounting to initiate the production
of those orders.

ACCOUNTING

TRANSACTIONS:

previously specified

12. QUALITY CONTROL TRANSACTIONS: previously specified
13. COST ACCOUNTING TRANSACTIONS: previously specified

The
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Appendix D
Reference Structure for TC

On the following pages, a partial reference structure for TC

is developed.

functions are presented first and transactions between the functions follow.

Activities within the
It was beyond the scope

of this research to develop a complete reference structure for TC; the reference structure which
follows is adequate for demonstration purposes.

This reference structure was developed from

interviews with TC personnel.
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SALES
1. contacts customers and negotates sales
2. provides product information (includes technical

specifications)

3. quotes prices and estimated delivery dates
4. performs marketing activities
5. enters and processes sales orders

PROOUCTION CONTROL
1. defines production jobs and schedules job completion

dates
2. produces a traveler, bar code, and picklist for all
production jobs

3.
4.

reserves parts and inventory for use in requesting jobs
obtains and delivers required materials, parts, and tools

to workcenters

DESIGN ENGINEERING
1. determines how to fill a customer order; ie., existing
design, modification to an existing design, or new design
2. develops new product designs, modifies existing designs
3. maintains database of product designs
4. prepares engineering drawings and biveprints
§. specifies the engineering BOM and identifies long
leadtime items
6. maintains inventory control numbers.
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
1. determines how processing plans fora product will be
acquired, ie., use existing plans, modify existing plans, or
develop new plans
2. develops processing plans to include detailed routings and
workcenters assignments and special manufacturing
instructions
3. detais the BOM and identifies long leadtime items
4. develops tooling and schedules too! production with the
machine shop
5. prepares sketches detailing steps of the processing plans
6. maintains
a database of processing pians .
7. electronically coordinates the BOM and routing instructions
8. provides input for make/buy decisions
9. develops code for numerically controlled machines 7?
10. develops time standards for all processing steps and
machine set-up operations

MANUFACTURING
1. adds vaiue to materials through fabrication and
assembly operations
2. assigns jobs to workers and machines
3. monitors production activities and detects

schedule slippages
4. monitors machine and labor utilization

5. sets up machines
6. accommodates preventative maintenance and

5. expedites orders
6. transports WIP between workcenters
7. aggregates the finished jobs needed to fill an MO
8. monitors inventory
9. specifies dates at which purchased materials will be
needed for production

10. defines inventory economic order and safety stock
quantities
11. defines economic production lot size
12. performs feasibility analyses to determine if a job can be
fit into the production schedule and to asses the effects of
new machines, additional personnel, etc.
13. monitors capacity and worklorce utilization
14. pulls jobs from the floor as required by an ECO and
canceis follow-on activities

SHIPPING AND RECEIVING
1. packages and ships outgoing orders and receives
incoming orders
2. prepares packaging lists and shipping labels
3. spot checks incoming shipments for proper quantity,
materials, etc.
4. records shipments

ACCOUNTING
1. issues and pays bills
2. processes paperwork for orders
3. monitors status of customer accounts

QUAUTY CONTROL
1. inspects incoming materials
—
2. inspections WIP, manufacturing operations, final
;
products
3. reviews product designs and process plans

quality inspections

7. provides hours worked on jobs by scanning bar

codes

8. reports manufacturing problems to eng., ME or
PC to initiate an ECO
9. develops code for numerically controlled
machines
PURCHASING
1. prepares purchase orders
2. aggregates individual purchases into economic
purchase lots
3. selects vendors

4. maintains a database of vendor pertormance, product
quality, etc.
5 contacts vendors and requests quotes of costs and
purchase

jeadtimes
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SALESVACCTG
1. C/A: sales transmits the sales order-implied
command to open an account and collect payments
SALES/PC

1. C/A: sales transmits the sales order-implied
command to schedule all activities required to fill the
order by the specified date

2. PVR: PC passes copies of the order back to sales to

include the customer verification, estimator, field
engineer, card, and future reference copies.
3. FVR: sales requests the anticipated time required to
fill an order
4. FR: sales requests the status of an order, ie., in
production, design, etc.
5. FYR: PC informs sales of difficulties in meeting
promised delivery dates
6. C/A: sales transmits customer-provided materials

and parts

SALES/ENG

1. FYR: sales and eng coordinate with the customer to

develop product designs

2. RYR: sales acquires
product information from the
part master database
3. FYR: eng. provides quotes of design costs and time
SALES/ME
1. FYR: ME provides quotes of manufacturing costs and
time

SALES/SR
1. PYR: sales requests notice of orders shipped
SALES/COST ACCTG
1. F/R: sales transmits the sales order-implied
command to collect cost data
ME/PURCHASING
1. C/A: ME commands the materials that will need
to be purchased
2. R/R: ME inquires regarding purchased parts

availability

ME/MANUFACTURING
1. C/A: ME commands how to manufacture a
product via the processing plans and specifies
workcenter assignments, required skills and tooling,
and materials
3. FYR: ME requests manufacturing capabilities
and details
4. C/A: manufacturing informs ME of
manufacturing problems
ME/QC
1. C/A: ME commands QC to develop quality
control procedures

2. C/A: QC commands ME to redevelop pians as
required by a quality review

ENG/ME
1. C/A: eng. transmits the sales order,
product design, BOM, and blueprints-implied
command to develop process plans
2. RYR: eng. requests information
regarding manufacturing capabilites

ENG/MANUFACTURING

1. C/A: manutacturing informs eng. of
manufacturing difficulties
PC/ENG
1. C/A: PC transmits the sales order or
ECO-implied command to develop a design by a
specified date.

2. C/A: eng. commands the acquisition/production

of long leadtime items
3. FYR: engineering drawings and the BOM are
coordinated with PC
PC/ME
1. C/A: ME provides processing ptans to PC
2. C/A: ME provides
time standards
3. C/A: ME commands
the parts to be
manutactured
and purchased to fill an order

PC/PURCHASING
1. C/A: PC sends purchase requisitions-implied
command to provide required purchased materials
by specified dates
2. C/A: PC comnmands purchasing to arrange for
inspection of materials
3. C/A: purchasing supplies purchase leadtimes
PC/MANUFACTURING
1. C/A: PC transmits the production
schedule-implied command to complete production
jobs by specified dates
2. FYR: manufacturing informs PC of
manutacturing problems such as schedule
slippages, fautty equipment or tools, employee
absenteeism, specifications which cannot be met,
production bottlenecks, etc.
3. FYR: manufacturing provides data regarding
workcenter utilization and labor usage
4. C/A: manufacturing commands expeditor4e—
deliver materials, and tools

5. C/A: expeditor commands that workers and
machines be dedicated to rush jobs
PC/SR

1. C/A:

PC transmits the sales order-implied

command to prepare shipping labels and
packaging lists
2. FYR: SR informs PC of when purchased items
have arrived
3. C/A: expeditor delivers completed
orders-implied command to ship
PC/COST ACCTG
1. F/R: PC provides information regarding

which

costs to aggregate
2. RR: PC sends notice of ECOs that affect the
costs charged to an order
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PURCHASING/SR
1. C/A: SR informs purchasing of deliveries received
2. RJR: purchasing sends a schedule of anticipated
deliveries
PURCHASING/ACCTG

1. FYR: purchasing commands accig to track a vendor's
account
2.

FYR:

purchasing sends notice of accepted purchases

and unacceptable purchases

PURCHASING/QUALITY CONTROL
1. C/A: OC specifies quality standards for parts and
materials
PURCHASING/COST ACCTG
1, F/R: purchasing informs cost accounting of the cost of
purchased items
SRYICOST ACCTG
1. FYR: SR reports shipping costs for an order
SFVACCTG
1. FVR: SR sends notice of received purchases
2. FYR: SR informs accounting of orders shipped
SFYOC
1. C/A: SR commands purchasing to inspect incoming
materials

MANUFACTURING/QC
1. CIA: OC sends quality specifications to
manufacturing
2. C/A: manufacturing commands OC when to
inspect

MANUFACTURING/COST ACCTG:
1. FYR: manufacturing provides labor hours by
scanning bar codes.
ACCTG/COST ACCTG
1. RVR: accounting provides financial data
SR/ACCTG
1. RYR: SR tells accounting when an order has
been shipped
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